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Introduction

Metal  oxides  SnO2,  ZnO,  In2O3, WO3, TiO2 are wide band gap n-type

semiconductors and are separated to a “transparent semiconductors” group due to

an unique set of properties: electroconductivity, transparency in a wide spectra

range and surface reactivity. Materials based on these oxides are applied in

transparent electrodes, electrochromic coatings, optoelectronic and photovoltaic

transducers, transistors, electrodes for aluminium production, and catalysts. One of

the most relevant areas of metal oxides application include gas sensors – devises

which transduce information about gas phase composition to an electrical signal. It

is established that all semiconductors demonstrate sensing effect, but the group of

semiconducting oxides SnO2,  ZnO,  In2O3, WO3, TiO2 is characterized with a highest

gas sensitivity. Physical principles of semiconductor sensors action are based on high

sensitivity of semiconductors surface to the composition of ambient atmosphere.

Chemisorption of gas phase molecules and chemical reactions on the surface lead to

significant changes of band structure in narrow near-surface layer, energy barriers

formation at the phase interface, what affects work function and surface

conductivity values. Materials microstructure, pores and crystallites sizes influences

sensing parameters; highest values of sensing signal demonstrate nanocrystalline

materials with high relative surface, and, consequently, high adsorption activity.

Improvement of interaction specificity with gas phase is one of main research

directions in the field of gas sensing materials. As known, metal oxides are effective

catalysts of oxidation reactions due to the activity of surface states activity in band

gap. The problem of control of metal oxide catalysts activity is of great interest.

Metrological characteristics of semiconductor gas sensors are determined by

physicochemical properties of their sensing elements, which in turn depend on

crystal structure, composition and electrophysical properties of semiconducting

oxides. In order to control gas sensing properties of it is necessary to find a
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relationship between material electrophysical parameters and its element

composition, crystal structure and current transfer mechanisms.

Main material of modern gas sensing is tin dioxide, which is characterized by

stable physicochemical properties in wide temperature range and relatively low

temperatures of maximum gas sensitivity.

A new direction of gas sensing materials research is currently being formed:

synthesis and investigation of catalytically active oxides mixtures in comparable

concentrations in order to create new materials with high reactive and adsorptive

activity. In most cases, such mixtures are prepared by sol-gel method. Systematic

investigation of such mixtures is thus far.

The topic of the present work is the development of new approaches to

improvement of sensing characteristics of gas sensors detecting gases containing

hydrogen atoms in their molecules: H2, H2S, NH3, aldehydes and ketones, – with the

use of nanostructured metal oxide materials with improved surface, electric and

catalytic properties.

Chapter 1 describes existing approaches to fabrication of semiconductor metal

oxide gas sensors. It’s possible to single out several main types of the sensors

construction: thick-layer (3D), thin-layer (2D), and single-nanowire (1D) sensors.

Physical and chemical properties of the metal oxides used in the work are described;

main directions of the research work undertaken nowadays in order to better

understand mechanisms of gas sensing and possibilities to improve sensing

characteristics are observed.

Chapter 2 reports synthesis methods, the methods and the equipment used for

characterization of synthesized materials and sensors fabricated with the use of

these materials.

Chapter 3 describes the results of materials synthesis and characterization.

Advantages of a new method of SnO2 synthesis proposed in this work and the

properties of the material obtained are discussed.
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Chapters 4 to 7 present the results of hydrogen-containing gases detection using

several approaches: doping of one metal oxide (SnO2) with another (TiO2) in

different ways (mixing or co-precipitating); use of one-dimensional sensing element

to determine H2S; application of reactor which converts analite to a compound

convenient for its detection; analysis of n-dimensional experimental data array with

principal components method.
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1. State of the art

1.1. Bulk properties of semiconducting metal oxides

1.1.1. Properties of tin dioxide

Nanocrystalline tin dioxide has found the widest practical application as a

material for gas sensing layers. The uniqueness of tin dioxide is related with a

number of its fundamental physical and chemical properties. First, it is a wide-gap n-

type semiconductor, and its electroconductivity is very sensitive to the condition of

the surface in the range of temperatures (100-500 оС),  where  redox  reactions  can

take place. Second, SnO2 surface have high adsorption properties and reactivity. The

reasons of high reactivity of SnO2 are the presence of free electrons in the

conduction band and the existence of surface and bulk oxygen vacancies and active

chemisorbed oxygen. Besides that, SnO2 may be obtained in highly dispersed and

stable state [1]. Tin dioxide is melted without decomposition at rather high

temperature of 1630 оС.Therefore, SnO2 based sensors have high enough thermal

stability for working at temperatures in the range of 200-500 оС.

Tin dioxide has tetragonal cassiterite structure with space symmetry group

P4/mnm. The basis of its structure constitute octahedrons SnO6, coupled with their

opposite edges and forming columns laying parallel to C axis and joined together

with their vertexes. SnO6 octahedrons have D2h symmetry; distance between atoms

is 2.08 Å. Crystal structure of cassiterite is analogous to rutile structure. Tin dioxide

is characterized by oxygen deficiency, its composition may be presented as SnO2–δ,

where 10–5<δ< 10–3 is deviation from stoichiometry. Double ionized oxygen

vacancies are the main native defects that determine electrical properties of the

material: electron type of conductivity and free charge carriers concentration; n=

2[VO
2+]. The most probablemechanism of native defects formation in SnO2 is
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Schottky reaction, according which oxygen atoms moveto the surface, completing

crystal lattice; obtained vacancies diffuse into the bulk:

OO=Osurf+VO,                                                                                                          (1.1)

VO=VO
2++2e.                                                                                                           (1.2)

Tin dioxide is a semiconductor with band gap Eg = 3.6 eV (25 оС). Energy level of

doubly ionized oxygen vacancies lays 130 meV lower than the edge of the

conduction band. Concentration of oxygen vacancies may be reduced by annealing

of  material  in  oxygen  atmosphere;  conductivity  type  of  tin  dioxide  is  not  changed

after that.

Sensor signal nature in semiconductors is related, first of all, with the process of

molecules chemisorption, which proceeds with participation of free electrons in the

near-surface layer of the material. The diagram of changes in energy-band structure

of SnO2 as a result of adsorption is presented in Figure 1.1.Left part of the figure (a)

represents the band diagram in the bulk of semiconductor. Chemisorption of oxygen

molecules from the air is performedwith participation of electrons from the

conduction band and can be represented with the following equation:

½ (O2)gas+2e= (O2–)surf                                                                                      (1.3)

Space  charge,  formed  as  a  result  of  this  interaction,  leads  to  distortion  of

conduction band and valence band in near-surface layer (figure 1.1 c).
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Concentration of surface centers (O2–)surf is controlled by the composition of gas

phase, including oxygen partial pressure in the synthesis process. Fully oxidized

surface is characterized with the presence of bridging oxygen atoms, coupling two

tin atoms. Concentration of bridge atoms decreases proportionally to partial

pressure of oxygen. Fully reduced surface almost doesn’t contain bridging oxygen. In

the presence of other molecules in the gas phase, the surface contains different

adsorbed particles.

Figure 1.1. Bands bend on semiconductor surface:
a – neutral surface, b – positively charged, c – negatively charged
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1.1.2. Titania bulk properties in comparison with the properties of tin dioxide

TiO2 is an n-type semiconductor with energy gap width 3.0-3.2 eV. Titania has a

wide range of applications, from sunscreen paint to food coloring.

Titanium dioxide has eight modifications – in addition to rutile, anatase, and

brookite, there are three metastable phases which can be produced synthetically,

and five high-pressure forms. The metastable phases, including anatase and

brookite phases, convert to rutile upon heating (see paragraph 1.1.3).

Despite the band gap width of titanium dioxide is lower than that of tin dioxide,

its samples have higher electrical resistance. It is related to the distribution of

impurity levels, located deeper than in the case of tin dioxide. From one hand, high

resistance may be considered as an advantage, since it leads to an increase of

response. From the other hand, if the resistance of the sample is higher than 109

Ohm, signal measurement can present technical difficulties.

Titanium dioxide melting point is higher than the melting point of tin dioxide, so

highly dispersed TiO2-based samples can resist heating to 600 оC without significant

lose of sensitivity.

Tin and titanium dioxides possess iso-structural crystalline modification – both

crystallize in rutile type structure. Similarity in the crystalline structure ensures

formation of solid solutions as well as decreases electron scattering on the

interphases between contacting crystallites [2, 3]. In spite of structural similarity,

the oxides differ remarkably in their electronic properties. N-type conductivity of

both materials is mainly determined by under-stoichiometric amount of oxygen

atoms in the crystalline lattice. The latter gives rise to numerous donor states within

the wide band gaps. For SnO2, the surface donor states are located at ca.  114 meV

below the conduction band, while for TiO2 – ca.  800 meV below Fermi level [4,  5].

The difference in shallow levels position explains the high resistance of TiO2 based

materials at sensor working temperatures. It also suggests that in SnO2-TiO2 system,

electrons generated either due to temperature or surface reaction will migrate
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towards TiO2, causing electron depletion in SnO2 phase, likewise in the case of PdO

and Ag2O[4].

Another important observation for gas sensors is thermal stability of surface and

bulk composition in the dispersed SnO2-TiO2 system.  At  1430 oC, the phases are

known to form solid solutions in all ranges of SnO2/TiO2 ratio. However, upon

cooling, the solid solution undergoes spinoidal decomposition if the ratio is within

the miscibility gap observed between ca. 15 and 85 mol.% of TiO2 [6, 7]. In spite of

being separated, the oxide phases within the gap are rich in Ti and Sn [8]. This

suggests that using either mechanically mixed phases or co-precipitated ones, an

interfacial diffusion between the phases can occur slowly until the phases get

saturated with respective metal ions. Such effect is especially important for long-

term stability of the sensors, since diffusion in polycrystalline material leads to

recrystallization and particle growth.
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Figure 1.2. The equilibrium shapes of a TiO2 crystal in rutile phase [8] and in anatase
phase [9], their crystal structure and photo images of rutile and anatase minerals.
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1.1.3. Structural stability of titania thin films

As mentioned above, there are three main types of TiO2 structures: rutile,

anatase and brookite. The particle size dependence related tothe stability of various

TiO2 phases has recently been reported [11, 12]. Rutile is the most stable phase for

particles  above  35  nm  in  size  [11].  Anatase  is  the  most  stable  phase  for

nanoparticles below 11 nm. Brookite has been found to be the most stable for

nanoparticles in the 11 – 35 nm range, although the Grätzel group finds that anatase

is the only phase obtained for their nanocrystalline samples [13, 14].

At temperatures above 500°C, it is observed abnormal growth of titania particles

[15]. This phenomenon was investigated by means of TEM microscopy at real time

[16]. The specimens were observed in-situ, at temperatures ranging from room

temperature to 700°C.

The initial structure of the films [16] consisted of nanocrystalline anatase

(~8 nm). Heating titania up to 500°C resulted in the formation of rutile. The larger

anatase grains provided nucleation sites for the grains of the new phase to develop.

Once formed, rutile grains grew fast, consuming the surrounding anatase matrix

grains and transforming them at the same time, thus resulting in single-crystalline

arrangements.

At higher temperatures, the rutile grains grew up to 200–300 nm in diameter.

The anatase matrix grains, on the other hand, remained small, with an average size

of 18 nm.

The in-situ TEM studies directly show that rutile forms first when the fine

anatase particles (grains) grow to critical sizes, providing appropriate sites for the

nucleation of the stable phase. After the formation of a critically-sized nucleus of

anatase, the transformation to rutile appears to begin and proceed very rapidly. The

requirement of a critical size nucleus for the onset of the transformation was argued

in a recent work on nanocrystalline titania (sol-gel material) by Gribb and Banfield

[17].
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In the study [16] it was shown that rutile grain growth proceeds as long as there

are un-reacted anatase (matrix) grains available to consume. Rutile growth is limited

only by the presence of other, surrounding, rutile grains. It is suggested, that the

abnormal grain growth observed in titania might be characteristic of such

nucleation-limited, polymorphic reactions from a metastable to a stable phase.
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1.2. Synthesis of sensing materials

1.2.1. Nanopowder synthesis by means of sol-gel method

Methods of preparation of nanocrystalline semiconductor oxides play key role in

the formation of sensing parameters, including, besides of signal value, time of

response and recovery, stability and working temperature. Furthermore, synthesis

method has an impact on the cost of a sensor and defines the possibilities of a large

scale production. The most perspective forms of sensing layer are thin and thick

films because of their durability, low power consumption and potentially low cost

[18, 19].

Methods of “soft chemistry”, related with the use of salt solutions as precursors,

were successfully applied for preparation of nanocrystalline oxide powders in the

last decade [20]. Among principal methods being practically applied nowadays one

can single out two main groups:

1) Method of poorly soluble compounds (oxides hydrates, basic carbonates)

precipitation with the use of inorganic salts hydrolysis.

2) Methods based on the application of colloid solutions as precursors (sol-gel

method, kryosol-gel method).

Among the advantages of precipitation method are its simplicity (no need for

complex and expensive equipment) and variety of existing methodologies that allow

to obtain a wide spectra of materials with predetermined microstructure (grain size,

porosity, value of specific surface area). The method also gives an opportunity to

insert dopants at different synthesis stages, thus providing control of composition

and relative distribution of the components. The main synthesis parameters are:

1) Composition and concentration of initial solutions;

2) Temperature of sedimentation;

3) pH of sedimentation;

4) Thermal treatment of the obtained sediment.
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Let us consider main dependences of amorphous hydroxides formation from

salts water solutions.

Sol–gel processing is a form of nanostructure processing and refers broadly to

room temperature solution routes for preparing oxide materials [18]. The precursors

used in this method provide the formation of colloidal particles. In the case of

nanopowder formation (see Figure 1.3), the obtained colloidal particles are

precipitated and collected.

Particles in solution carry electric charge which is dependent on the pH of the

suspension and the adsorption of ions. This charge results in the formation of an

electrical double layer around the particles and an isoelectric point may be defined

at a certain pH value [18]. Thickness of the electrical double layers of the particles

defines interaction between them. Particles with similar electrical double layers

repel each other in the case of low ionic strength of the suspending medium. Thus,

when pH is far from isoelectric point, the suspension is not structured. In contrast,

there is no repulsion between the particles at the isoelectric point, so the particles

get together due to van der Waals’ forces and coagulation occurs. The dependence

of reaction rate on pH value can be estimated by the time required for gel

Figure 1.3. Nanomaterials fabrication by means of “wet chemistry” methods
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formation. The gelling time is the longest at the isoelectric point, and rapidly

decreases in more acid or more basic media.

1.2.1.1. Physicochemical basis of nucleation and growth of crystallites in

solution

Very large part of the atoms constituting a nanoparticle belongs to its surface.

The surface of nanoparticlesis is very active [18, 21]. At nanoscale dimension the

high surface energy gives materials thermodynamic instability or metastability. A

system is said to be in thermodynamic equilibrium when it is at its lowest energy

state, which corresponds to the minimum of Gibbs energy. The equilibrium shape of

a crystal being formed in solution can be directly derived from the surface energies

by the Wulff construction [31], in which the perpendicular distance hi, from the ith

face to the center of a crystal of each face is proportional to its surface energy, SГi.

However,  in  the  case  of  the  crystallites  of  1–2  nm  in  diameter,  the  growth  of  an

ordered crystallographyc structure is stopped in the beginning of the process, what

leads to high surface energy of such particles.

For the formation of nanoparticles by homogeneous nucleation, a

supersaturation of the growth species must be created. The overall excess energy,

ΔG,  between a small  solid particle of a solute and the solute in solution is equal to

the sum of excess surface energy, ΔGS, and the volume excess energy, ΔGV. ΔGSis the

excess energy between the surface of the particle and the bulk of the particle and is

proportional to square of the particle size (r2). ΔGV is the excess energy between a

very large particle and the solute in the solution and is proportional to r3. Thus we

have

ΔGV = ΔGS + ΔGV = 4πr2γ + 4πr3ΔGV|3 (1.3)

γ is the interfacial tension between the developing crystallite surface and the

supersaturated solution. Here ΔGV is a negative quantity, and ΔGS is a positive

quantity.
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The two terms on the right-hand side of Equation (1.1) have opposite signs and

depend differently upon r. Therefore, the Gibbs energy of formation, ΔG, passes

through a maximum, as shown in Figure1.4. This maximum value ΔGcrit corresponds

to the critical nucleus, rc, and for a spherical cluster can be obtained by setting

dG/dr = 8πrγ + 4πr2ΔGV = 0                                                                          (1.4)

rc = – 2γ / ΔGV                                                                                                    (1.5)

= 	 (∆ ) =                                                                                         (1.6)

So, ΔGcrit is the energy barrier that a nucleation process must overcome and rc

represents the minimum size of a stable spherical nucleus. The process of

enlargement of bigger particles  at the expense of smaller ones is known as Ostwald

ripening.

The change in the chemical potential of an atom transferring from a spherical

surface of radius ra to rb is given by

∆ = 2 ГΩ − .                                                                                             (1.7)

Figure 1.4. Free-energy diagram for nucleation
processes
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The largeparticle continue growing at the cost of the smaller particle, until the

concentration of solid in thesolvent equals the equilibrium solubility of the relatively

large nanoparticle. The reduction of overallsurface energy is the driving force for the

surface restructuring and the formation of faceted crystals.

1.2.1.2. Influence of pH and ionic strength on the size of the nanoparticles in

solution

As mentioned, the driving force of the process of nucleation and growth of

nanoparticles in solution is the reduction of Gibbs free energy. When temperature

of the solution changes to make it a supersaturated solution, Gibbs free energy

increases [21]. Surface energy of dispersion can be expressed as γA, where γ is the

interfacial tension and A is the surface area of the particles in dispersion. In the case

of nanometric particles, the surface energy has significant impact on the free

enthalpy of the dispersion. This means that most ultra-divided suspensions are

thermodynamically unstable and spontaneously evolve in order to decrease the

surface area. In other words, during initial steps of precipitation – nucleation and

growth – the particles may be formed under kinetic control. In this case, free

enthalpy of the system may increase by reduction the surface area during the

process of dissolution of smaller particles and cristallisation of bigger ones (Ostwald

ripening). This results in the growth of particles, or aggregation and coalescence

[22]. However, enthalpy of the system can be lowered along with decreasing of

surface area in the case of either a) adsorption of surfactants on the surface of the

disperse phase particles or b) presence of charged molecules in the solution

(increase of ionic strength of the solvent). In these cases, interfacial tension

decreases, lowering free enthalpy of the system:

dγ = – ΣГidμi                                                                                                       (1.8)

whereГi is the density of adsorption of species i with electrochemical potential μi.

Thus, lower interfacial tension leads to less energy of the precipitate formation,
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despite of its larger surface area. Higher number of adsorption sites is formed in this

case, and the concentration of adsorbable species (protons or hydroxyls ions

depending on the pH of the medium) increases. Microemulsions are the best

example of thermodynamically stable dispersed systems which owe their stability to

very low interfacial tensions due to adsorption of tensio-active agents [23].

In the case of the synthesis of sols of metal oxides in aqueous solutions, the

electrostatic surface charge of particles (as well as the composition of surface

species) is dependent on pH and the ionic strength of the solution. Hydrogen ions

concentration (pH) changes affect protonation–deprotonation equilibria of surface

hydroxylated groups. Total concentration of ions in solution (ionic strength) carries

out screening between charged groups on the surfaces, affecting electrical charge of

the particle surface. Adsorption of ions presented in the solution on the surface of

particles and settling of the surface electrical charge induces a decrease in the

interfacial tension with respect to its value at the point of zero charge (PZC) [24].

Electrostatic screening between charged groups depends on the surface charge

density, being more efficient when the surface charge density is higher. For

example, ionic strength has only a very little effect on particle size for anatase (low

surface charge dencity) and a higher effect for magnetite [23].

The aqueous chemistry of metal cations allows one to control crystalline

structure, particle size and shape of alumina, iron and titanium oxides precipitates

[22]. The main parameters which contol the properties of the precipitates are the

acidity of the solution, the presence of specific anions, and the temperature. The

acidity and the temperature govern hydroxylation of metal complexes leading to the

solid formation [22]. Species complexing the cations play an important role in the

shape and size  of  oxide nanoparticles  [25,  26].  In  the absence of  such species,  the

acidity induces a specific dependence of the particle size as described above.

Precipitating the solid at a pH far from the PZC and under a high ionic strength, i.e.,

under conditions where the electrostatic surface charge is high enough, it is possible

to escape from the kinetic control of the process [23]. In this case, Ostwald ripening
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stops, and the particle size is controlled mostly with the pH of the medium. The tight

correlation between the particle size and the electrostatic surface charge density

suggests that the stability of such systems results from thermodynamic rather than

kinetic effects, as for microemulsions, and is associated with a lowering of the

oxide–solution interfacial tension [23, 24]. Experimental arguments showing the role

of thermodynamic effects in the stabilisation and tailoring of oxide nanoparticles

and semi-quantitative model predicting the role of ionic strength and pH in the

growth of metal oxide precipitate were brought in [24].

1.2.1.3. Influence of diffusion on the kinetics of precipitation process

According to the Einstein–Stokes theorem [27], the diffusion coefficient (Dη) of a

solute of radius (r) in a solvent is in reciprocal proportion to the viscosity of the

solution (η), and is given by

Dη = kT | 6πηr                                                                                                    (1.9)

where T is the temperature of the solvent. At the formation of nanodisperse

medium, nucleation compete with crystal growth. Relative velocity of these

processes is partly controlled by diffusion. If the viscosity of the medium is high, the

rate of diffusion lowers and particles grow larger.

The rate of nucleation is

=
( )

                                                                                           (1.10)

where ‘v’ is the molar volume, and ‘N’ is the ratio of solution concentration to that

of equilibrium saturation concentration at a given temperature, and is given by

= 	                                                                                                        (1.11)

Thus, temperature (T), degree of supersaturation (N), and interfacial tension (c)

are the three main variables which govern the rate of nucleation. Equation (1.11)

gives the critical nuclei size as
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= 	
( )

                                                                                                      (1.12)

At fixed N, all agglomerates with r ≫rc and all agglomerates with r <rc dissolve.

So, the higher is the degree of supersaturationN, the smaller is the critical nuclei size

rc.

There is a certain concentration of precursor below which nucleation stops.

Another (lower) critical concentration value corresponds to the termination of the

growth of agglomerates. When the concentration of the precursor is between these

two points, there is no formation of new nuclei in the solution, but the present

nuclei continue growing. At this stage, smaller particles grow more rapidly than

larger ones. This is because the Gibbs energy driving force is larger for smaller

particles than for larger ones if the particles are slightly larger than the critical size.

Nearly monodisperse size distribution can be obtained at this stage by stopping

the reaction (nucleation and growth) after the moment when all nuclei have

approached to a certain size, but Ostwald ripening has not occurred yet. This is

possible when smaller particles in the solution are just slightly larger than the critical

sizerc. The Gibbs energy driving force is very high for such particles.

When the concentration of the precursor lowers due to particle growth, Ostwald

ripening occurs. At this new concentration, the saturation ratio N decreases and the

corresponding critical nuclei size r increases. Particles smaller than this new critical

size dissolve. In addition to the growth by precipitation reaction, where soluble

species deposit on the solid surface, particles can grow by aggregation with other

particles, and this is called secondary growth. After the particles grow to a stable

size, the growth continues by combining with smaller unstable nuclei and not by

collisions with other stable particles. Nanoparticles are small and are not

thermodynamically stable for crystal growth kinetically. To finally produce stable

nanoparticles, these nanoparticles must be arrested during the reaction either by

adding surface protecting reagents, such as organic ligands or inorganic capping

materials [28], or, by placing them in an inert environment such as an inorganic
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matrix or polymers [29]. The nanocrystal dispersions are stable if the interaction

between the capping groups and the solvent is favorable, providing an energetic

barrier to counteract the van der Waals’ and magnetic attractions between

nanoparticles. To help arresting these nanoparticles, different solvents are also used

to change the solubility or the reaction rate [30].

1.2.1.4. Chemical reactions during sol-gel synthesis of SnO2

First mechanism describing the formation of multichargecations was proposed in

coordination theory. The principal assumption of this theory is that monomeric

hydroxide particles are formed in the solution, afterwards aggregating and forming

colloidal solutions or amorphous sediments. In works [32-34] arose a new point of

view, according which amorphous hydroxides are formed by means of continuous

growth of polymeric formations until achievement of molecular weight

corresponding to the weight of colloidal particles with further coagulation of these

formations. Thus, at every point of time there are hydroxopolymers with different

molecular weightsin solution, what makes it difficult to predict the composition,

structure and properties of the forming sediments. It is supposed that condensation

of individual hydrated metal ions occurs at the initial stage of hydrolysis and leads to

formation of bi- and oligomerichydroxocomplexes. However, polymerization process

doesn’t continue until the formation of colloidal particles. For every cation there are

one or several corresponding so called “irredundant forms” of

polyhydroxocomplexes (PHC). After their formation, condensation process is usually

stopped. Such “irredundant forms”, that usually contain several tens of metal

atoms, further combine into colloidal aggregates, and the latest form hydroxide

sediment. It is possible to represent schematically the processes of hydrolytic

polymerization, as follows:
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monomer ↔ dimer ↔ irredundant form of PHC ↔ aggregate ↔ hydroxide sediment

At the stage of polynuclearhydroxocomplexes formation with high enough

number of oxygen atoms,the equilibrium is established rather slowly. After the

achievement of equilibrium, the composition of polymerization products doesn’t

depend on the method of addition of a base to salt solution. Therefore, the

repeatability of sediments properties is determined largely not by the method of

sedimentation, but by the conditions in which equilibrium distribution of PHC is

achieved at the stage of initial colloid particles formation. In amorphous sediments

it is remained short range order of atoms, which is typical for PHC “irredundant

forms”. The composition and structure of irredundant forms themselves can be

directionally changed by variation of metal cations and counterionsand other

parameters. Thus, handling of sedimentation conditions (temperature, reagents

concentration, pH) allows to change the structure and the properties of the

obtained sediment in a controlled way.

Tin (IV) hydroxide (α-stannic acid) represents agglomerates of highly dispersed

particles of tin dioxide. The surface of these particles is covered with a net of

hydroxyl groups, bounded with water molecules [35]. Freshly prepared α-stannic

acid is x-ray amorphous. During aging it transforms into β-form [36].  Aging process

can be represented by the following scheme:

From chemical point of view, β-stannic acid is more inert, because oxolyc

bridging groups (-О-) are less active than olyc groups  (HО<). Moreover, along with
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oxolation, elongation of the chains and their coupling with each other takes place,

what leads to enlargement of the particles.

Scheme of thermal dehydration of stannic acids was proposed in the work [37]

on the basis of the study of specific surface area and materials porosity:

Adsorbed water removal (I) under Т ≤ 200 оС doesn’t lead to aggregation and

enlargement of the particles. At that, high values of specific surface area (more than

100 m2/g) remain. Above 200 оС fast decrease of surface area is observed, because

along with removal of water, bounded with tin dioxide by hydrogen bonds, takes

place condensation of hydroxyl groups (III), which is accompanied by emission of

structural water molecules and grows of secondary aggregated particles.  At

temperature higher than 500 oC value of specific surface area becomes minor (less

than 30 m2/g), what along with x-ray diffraction data indicates crystals growth and

secondary particles aggregation. Besides of temperature, surface area depends on

the presence of foreign ions (for example, sodium and chlorine) [37]. The value of

pH during sedimentation is also an important parameter. Surface area decreases

with increasing of pH, independently on the nature of initial substances.

1.2.1.5. Approaches to sol-gel method application

Introduction of surface-active compounds in the synthesis process allows

obtaining mesoporous tin dioxide with extremely high specific area, up to 350 m2/g,

and pore size 2-4 nm [38-43]. To date, the following synthesis variants are proposed:
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S+I- [39], S-I+ [(39, 40], S+X-I+ 41], S0I0 [42, 43] and S0X-I+ [43], where S – surfactant, X –

counterion, I – tin-containing precursor.

When using positively charged template ion [39, 41] like n-

cetyltrimethylammonium (СТА+), an important role in the formation of mesoporous

SnO2 play counterions: Cl-, Br- or ОН-, that prevent reciprocal repulsion of positively

charged СТА+ and Sn4+. Introduction of alkaline to the solution, containing template

ion, leads to surrounding of a large cation CTA+ with hydroxyl groups. The latter

become centers of mesostructured phase formation when interact with Sn4+ ions. In

this case, control of introduced hydroxyl groups concentration (pH control) is

necessary, because the presence of free hydroxyl groups, i.e., not bounded with

СТА+cations, lead to the formation of monomers Sn(OH)4.  These  monomers  can

participate in polycondensation reaction with formation of α-stannic acid, which

doesn’t have mesoporous structure.

In [41-43] authors used neutral surfactants as a template: octylamine,

dodecylamine, tetradecylamin, hexadecylamine, supposing that in this case

mesoporous structures with increased thickness of pores walls will be formed and

thermal stability will be increased. However, in contrast to mesoporous silicon

oxide, which keeps pores structure in the conditions of thermal treatment up to

600оС, the mesoporous structure of tin dioxide is destroyed at Т = 400оС in one hour

and at Т = 300оС in 24 hours [44]. The most stable mesoporous SnO2 was obtained

with the use of n-celyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) in the conditions of

hydrothermal treatment [38]. Mesoporous structure was saved stable for 2 hours

during treatment at Т = 500оС.

Thus, method of chemical sedimentation from inorganic salts solutions allows

obtaining nanocrystalline oxides with predefined microstructure (cryllites size,

surface specific area value, pores diameter). Oxide properties are defined in the

synthesis process by the control of sedimentation pH, presence of admixture ions,

choice of precipitator, presence of surfactant and choice of gel crystallization

temperature.
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Synthesis of nanocrystalline SnO2 may  be  carried  out  in  different  ways,  for

example, by sedimentation of α-stannic acid gel with ammonia solution, with

hydrazine hydrate, or with ammonia solution in the presence of surfactant like

celyltrimethylammonium bromide [44].

Precipitation of α-stannic acid gel is carried out from SnCl4·5H2O solution during

ammonia hydrate addition until pH reaches value 7.0 ÷ 7.5, under continuous

stirring, at 0оС:

OHxClNHOxHSnOOHNHOHSnCl 24222324 )5(445 -++×®×+×                     (1.13)

      The sediment was removed by centrifugation, than it was washed out with

deionised water to remove chloride ions until the disappearance of reaction to

AgNO3, and after that, it was dried at 100оС during 24 hours [44]. The obtained

product was grinded at an agate mortar and annealed in air.

In order to obtain material with high specific surface area and stable against

thermal impact, the synthesis was carried out by the method described by authors

in [45]. Water solution of SnCl4·5H2O was added dropwise to hydrazine hydrate

solution under stirring and at room temperature. An equation for this process was

proposed [45]:

OHxHNHClOxHSnOOHHNOHSnCl 2222224224 )5(42425 -++++×®×+×     (1.14)

The obtained suspension was boiled in a retort with reflux condenser during 10

days. Sediment was separated with centrifugation, carefully washed out to remove

chloride ions until the disappearance of reaction to AgNO3, and after that it was

dried at 100оС during 24 hours. The obtained product was grinded at an agate

mortar  and  annealed  in  air  at  temperatures  of  300,  500,  700  or  1000оС during  24

hours.

Synthesis was carried out with the use of a cationic surfactant n-cetyl-

trimethylammoniumbromide [46]. Initially, the surfactant was introduced to

ammonia water solution and stirred until the formation of a homogenous solution.

After that water solution of SnCl4·5H2O was added dropwise to the obtained
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solution, than the obtained suspension was stirred for 5 hours and aged at room

temperature for 72 hours. The obtained gel was separated by centrifugation,

carefully washed out to remove chloride ions until the disappearance of reaction to

AgNO3, and after that it was dried at 100оС during 24 hours. The obtained product

was grinded at an agate mortar and annealed in air at temperature of 300, 500, 700

or 1000оС during 24 hours.

The advantage of the methods based on the use of SnCl4·5H2O is the accessibility

of this type of precursor. However, this group of methods has some disadvantages.

One of them is the use chloride ions, negatively affecting sensing characteristics.

Washing these ions is a long, labor-consuming process.

The method based on the use of tin (II) sulfide[47] as a precursor is similar to the

ones described above. Salt water solution is treated with ammonia. However, in this

case the obtained material doesn’t need to be washed out of chloride-ions.

Nanosized TixSn1−xO2have been synthesized at various Ti molar ratio [49].Sn(II)2–

ethylexanoateand Ti(IV) n-butoxide have been dissolved in a hydroalcoholic solution

under stirring and maintaining temperature equal to 50 ◦C and totalcation

concentration 0.1 M. HNO3 (pH ∼ 1)  was  slowly  added to  the Ti4+/Sn4+ solution to

slightly modify the hydrolysis rate of Sn–OR bonds with the aim to achieve the

simultaneous formation of Ti OH and Sn OH inorganic functions and their further

“one-pot” cross-condensation. The resulting colloids were filtrated, washed with

diethyl ether and dried in air at 100 ◦C for 15 h. The resulting white powders were

calcined at 550 ◦C for 2 h.
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1.2.2. Nanowires synthesis methods

This paragraph describes the state-of-the-art strategies for engineering one-

dimensional functional semiconductors (1.2.2.3). In the beginning, the influence of

the dimensions on the properties of the materials and their related applications are

highlighted (1.2.2.1). The use of bottom-up and top-down approaches is discussed

(1.2.2.2).

1.2.2.1. Properties and applications of nanowires

Inorganic structures confined in several dimensions within the nanometer range,

exhibit peculiar and unique properties superior to their bulk counterparts [50].

These unique properties can be attributed to the limited motion of electrons in the

confined dimensions of the nanomaterial (quantum effects) [50, 51]. Size-

dependent physical properties observed in 1D nanomaterials include photon

absorption and emission, such as nanoscale avalanche photodiodes [52], metal-to-

insulator transition in a material [53] and quantized or ballistic transport

characteristics [54].

Nanowires have been defined as wires with at least one spatial dimension in the

range of 1–100 nm [55–61]. Size-dependent physical properties of nanowires are

widely used in sensing technology [62–67]. In comparison with traditional types of

sensors based on semiconducting films, the devices utilizing nanowires as sensing

elements have some peculiarities.

Due to the tiny size of nanowires, it is enough only few molecules to change

their electrical properties, what can result in a very high sensitivity of nanowire-

based sensor devices. The negligible volume of a nanowire ensures faster response

in comparison with other types of the sensors. Polymeric single nanowires were

used as sensing elements for optical sensors. During humidity sensing, the response

time  was  30  ms,  and  NO2 and NH3 gases were detected at sub-ppm level [68].
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Ethanol sensor utilizing indium-doped tin oxide nanowire as a sensing element

demonstrated response and recovery time less than 2 s [69].

Compactness and low power consumption of nanowires give promising

opportunities to use them as components of sensor arrays. Single nanowire sensor

array become a powerful alternative for a set of bulk traditional sensors and seems

to be a good candidate to be a sensing element in a single device that integrates the

sensing and signal processing functions in one chip [57-64]. Single-nanowire array

consisting of four different materials from three categories, which are metal

(palladium), conducting polymer (polypyrrole and polyaniline), and semiconductor

(zinc oxide) was used for a real-time detection and identification of multiple gases

including hydrogen, methanol, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen dioxide [70]. Sub-

ppm detection limit was achieved; each single nanowire showed excellent sensitivity

at room temperature.

Low power consumption enables better possibilities for the production of

wireless detached devices [71, 72]. The use of wireless devices integrated in a

sensor network with wireless (e.g., wi-fi) signal output is a promising technology for

the gas sensing market [103-105].  Since very small  amounts of gas can change the

electrical characteristics of nanowires, the sensors can work at lower-operating

temperatures. Some single nanowire sensing devices show extremely low power

consumption levels of 15–30 microwatts, being at the same time selective to the

target gas [73].
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1.2.2.2. Top-down versus bottom-up synthesis techniques

A great number of publications were devoted to the description of new methods

of nanowires synthesis last years, however, generic methodologies are limited. They

are commonly classified into two categories [74–76], the bottom-up and top-down

approaches.

The initial materials in top-down approach are large scale patterns being

reduced in lateral dimensions to the nanoscale. In silicon technology, one of typical

top-down approach methods involvers optical and X-ray lithography, e-beam and

ion-beam lithography, printing and imprinting, scanning probe lithography, etc. One

of the main advantages of the top-down approach is that the nanomaterials are

both patterned and built in the same place, so there is no need in an assembly step

[78], neither a (self-)ordering step. Another advantage is high homogeneity of the

dimensions of obtained structures [79].

A shortcoming of the top-down approach is that it can be difficultly

implemented for the fabrication of nanoscale objects [76]. Furthermore, this

approach is based on the use of planar techniques, deposition and etching of

patterned layers, what limitates the forms of possible three-dimensional objects.

And probably one of the most pronounced shortcomings of the top-down approach

is high cost of the product, particularly when fabricating high-resolution structures

[75].

    The initial materials of the bottom-up approach are the compounds in the

form of molecules and atoms; the nanostructures are built up with the use of

chemical reactions or self-assembly [75, 77, 80]. The synthesis techniques based on

bottom-up approach include such methods as vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth,

chemical vapour deposition (CVD), sol-gel synthesis, plasma or flame spraying

synthesis, laser pyrolysis, atomic or molecular condensation, layer-by-layer self

assembly, molecular self assembly, coating and growth, direct assembly, etc [55].
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From the point of view of lab synthesis, bottom up techniques are the most used

due to the high purity and small dimensions achievable [93].

From the point of view of commercializing of the nanowire fabrication

processes, the advantage of bottom-up approach is the possibility of scaling the

production to the industrial scale in a cost-effective way.

Nanowire synthesis by the means of bottom-up approach methods can be

carried out directly on a substrate; furthermore, this can be any substrate, including

flexible plastic chips [82-84]. The dimensions of the nanoscaled objects obtained

with such techniques range from angstroms to hundreds of nanometers [75–78, 80,

85]. However, despite of significant advantages of the bottom-up approach, it is

difficult to construct complicated hierarchic structures by bottom-up self-assembling

processes. Positioning of assembled patterns on specific locations is particularly

difficult in fabricating the required structures in practical applications [55, 81, 86].

It is possible to consider a new nanofabrication technique [78], based on

iterative size reduction, to produce ordered, indefinitely long nanowire and

nanotube arrays, as a coupling of these two approaches. Well-ordered, globally

oriented, indefinitely long nanowire and nanotube arrays with different materials

were fabricated  using a new top-down approach method, iterative thermal size

reduction [28]. A macroscopic multimaterial rod was reduced to ordered arrays of

nanowires in a protective polymer matrix. Millions of kilometer-long

semiconducting, piezoelectric and polymer nanowires with sub-10 nm diameter and

an aspect ratio of 1011 were produced.

    Both approaches are used for the fabrication of sensing devices based on

nanowires [77, 80]. Top-down methods are used for making connections, and

bottom-up techniques are used for assembly and establishing short-range order at

nanoscale dimensions. The combination of top-down and bottom-up methods

enables the progress in the production of cost-effective nanostructures and

development of advanced technologies [75, 81, 87 – 90].  Using the combination of

CVD, VLS, printing and photolithography techniques, highly ordered and parallel
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arrays of optically active CdSe nanowires and high-mobility Ge/Si nanowires were

deterministically positioned on substrates, and configured as photodiodes and

transistors, respectively [91]. Large-scale integration of nanowires for

heterogeneous, multifunctional circuitry was achieved in this work, what

demonstrated great potential of systems based on printed NW arrays. Later works

demonstrated that this method is applicable for the fabrication of numerous devices

with high uniformity [92].

1.2.2.3. State-of-the-art strategies for engineering one-dimensional functional

semiconductors

One of the first techniques developed for preparing micro- and nano- structures,

was vapor phase growth. It consists in the evaporation of source material in a

tubular furnace. The evaporated source material is transported by a gas carrier

toward a colder region, where it condensates and nucleates on growth sites [102].

Condensation on the target could happen according to two different

mechanism: vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) or vapor–solid (VS). VLS mechanism [106-108]

is named after the three different phases involved: the vapor phase source material,

the liquid catalyst droplet (consisting of the preliminarily deposited on the substrate

colloidal particle of a noble metal) and the solid crystalline produced nanostructure.

Vapor-solid mechanism consists of a direct condensation from the vapor phase

without the use ofcatalyst. Source material is vaporized under high temperature,

and then is directly condensed on the target substrate placed in the low

temperature region. The initially condensed molecules form seed crystals serving as

the nucleation sites [102].
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1.2.2.3.1. Non-metal seeded gas-phase growth / vapour–solid (VS) or self-

catalytic growth mechanism

In the absence of metal catalysts, the growth front plays a crucial role in the

adsorption of phase-forming atoms or species [50]. At that, the roughness of the

front is of great importance, since the presence of defects, such as screw-

dislocations, is mandatory to continuously provide atomic steps, where the diffusing

species can bond.

Pure vapor transport synthesis is the process of resublimation of evaporated

precursor onto the substrate.  The morphology of the obtained nanostructure is

greatly affected by such parameters as substrate temperature, composition and

pressure of the gas phase. Nucleation can be induced by defects located on the

growth front. Another possible mechanism of nucleation is self-catalytic or metal

induced growth [98].  Metal particles are present in the nanostructure during the

synthesis due to the reduction of the oxide [99]. Thus, nanostructure growth is

promoted by both self-catalysis and defect induced growth which runs by means of,

accordingly, resublimation or carbothermal transport. The control of growth kinetics

during the synthesis by the method using vapour-solid (self-catalitic) mechanism

allows obtaining complex nanobelt-based 1D structures like rings and helices [100].

1.2.2.3.2. Metal-promoted vapour growth

The methods attributed to metal-promoted vapour growth include thermal and

pulsed laser induced evaporation, chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and molecular

beam epitaxy (MBE).

Thermal evaporation is used for the fabrication of the nanostrucutres from initial

materials with high melting point. The material is transferred to the vapor phase by

means of the heating to high temperature.

In the case of pulsed laser deposition, solid phase material is evaporated

through high energy laser pulses.
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In molecular beam epitaxy method, the phase-forming material is evaporated

under high vacuum. After that, the components of the phase-forming material react

on a substrate surface forming the desired structure.

The group of CVD methods allows the widest variation of deposition parameters.

Precursor-to-material conversion process can include thermolysis, hydrolysis,

oxidation, reduction, disproportionation, nitration and carboration. Depending on

the polarity of the gaseous species in comparison with the surface of the substrate,

they can either adsorb directly on the surface or on the catalyst particle. The

following growth of the nanostructure depends on such parameters as diffusion rate

and relative concentration of the precursor (achievement of supersaturation state).

A common technique for creating a nanowire is vapor-liquid-solid (VLS)

synthesis.  It  uses  either  laser  ablated  particles  or  a  feed  gas  such  as  silane  as  a

source material. VLS synthesis requires a catalyst. For nanowires, the best catalysts

are liquid metal (such as gold) nanoclusters, which can either be self-assembled

from a thin film by dewetting, or purchased in colloidal form and deposited on a

substrate.

VLS mechanism was discovered in the early 1960s by Wagner and Ellis [101]. The

whiskers they obtained had hemispherical tips. The mutual solubility of gold and

silicon let make a supposition that gold clusters act as a nucleation site for Si

crystals.

During the synthesis by means vapor-liquid-solid mechanism, the precursor

being adsorbed from the gas phase on the surface of the substrate preferentially

decomposes on the liquefied alloy droplet. The droplet becomes supersaturated and

the material is transferred to the interface between liquid alloy droplet and the solid

body of the nanostructure.

Metal particles have several main functions in the vapour-liquid-solid

mechanism: metal particle absorb the precursor, catalyzes precursor decomposition

reaction, and finally localizes precipitation of the material.
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Absorption of precursor species from vapor phase or substrate surfaces is driven

by lowering the chemical potentials of the sources.

Metal droplet acts as a catalyst for the precursor decomposition reaction.

However, in many cases metal particle does not lower the activation energy for the

decomposition of the precursor species, so the metal particle catalitic activity is not

the  only  driving  force  of  the  VLS  process.  For  example,  in  the  case  of  molecular

beam epitaxy, metal promoted nanowire formation cannot be attributed to the

catalytic activity of the metal particle.

Finally, alloy droplet localizes the precipitation of the source material on the

interphase boundary, between the droplet and the body of the nanostructure, what

results in the nanowire formation.

In conclusion, it is possible to call the droplet of the metal a “catalyst” since it

enables the formation of the nanowire and is not consumed itself. But the catalitical

activity of the metal against the chemical reaction of precursor decomposition is not

the only way the droplet enables the nanowire growth. Selective absorbtion of the

precursor from the ambient onto the droplet and precipitation of the source

material on the interphase boundary (physical process) can be the driving force of

the nanowire growth even without catalytic activity of the metal.

1.2.2.3.3. Other approaches to 1D nanostructure synthesis

Crystal structure governed nucleation in solution is based on the natural

property of some materials demonstrating preferential growth directions under

appropriate experimental conditions such as nucleus formation, concentration, pH

and ionic strength [94]. However, only few materials such as Se and Te can form

high aspect ratio (>200) nanostructures [95, 96] during the growth in solution. Most

of other materials need special conditions to form 1-D materials, like, for example,

addition of surfactants to the growth solution which leads to site-specific adsorption

[97].
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Metal-assisted growth in liquids is a technique, in general, similar to the growth

of nanowires on surfaces from a vapor phase. Two mechanisms are commonly

distinguished, depending on the synthesis conditions: solution–liquid–solid (SLS), in

the case of standard pressure [109-111], or a supercritical-fluid–liquid–solid (SFLS)

mechanism under high pressures [110]. In the SLS process, the solvent requirements

generally include a high boiling point liquid, which is stable up to 400 oC, and a low

melting point metal growth seed (Bi, Sn, In, Bi/Au, etc.) [50]. First step of the process

is the creation of metal colloid, which plays the role of particle–solid interface,

where the metalorganic species decompose and form single crystalline wires [111].

The main differences of SFLS growth process from SLS mechanism are  higher

temperature (<550 oC),  high  pressures  in  the  range  of  200–300  bar  and  simple

solvents, such as hydrocarbons (hexane and toluene) and CO2 [50].

Metal-assisted growth in liquids allows fabrication of small diameter 1D

nanowires (4–10 nm) with narrow size distribution and with high yield. Catalytic

particles should be chosen according to the precursors and conditions used.

Template synthesis of 1D nanostructures is based on filling or covering template

structure with its following removal. Typical templates are anodic aluminium oxide

and polycarbonate membranes. These templates  can be filled or covered with a

thin layer of the desired material from metalorganic precursor solutions and

subsequent thermolysis [112], by electrolysis [113-116] or by ALD (atomic layer

deposition) techniques [117]. In addition, high pressure injection [118] and

supercritical fluid inclusion methods [119] or capillary force [120] are appropriate

techniques to fill the pores with inorganic materials. In addition, metal-assisted

growth techniques may be used in combination with template synthesis methods in

order to localize the starting point of the nanowire growth form aligned nanowire

arrays by CVD [121,122] or supercritical fluid synthesis [123]. Positive replication,

which means coating the outermost surface of 1D materials, such as carbon

nanotubes or oxides, is also a prosperous technique [124]. In this approach the
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templating material can act as a removable skeleton, hybrid structure or second

reagent for solid phase reactions [125].

The drawback of template-assisted growth method is the predominantly

polycrystalline nature of the obtained material.

Soft templates method is based on the use mesophasic structures built with the

use of surfactants, in order to achieve self-assembly of target compound micelles.

The solution where self-assembly take place is a water–oil–surfactant system. The

shapes and aspect ratio of the formed structures depend on the presence of specific

anions in the solution [126]. Therefore, selective ion adsorption on facets is an

important factor for the crystal growth [127, 128].

Electrospinning method uses an electrical charge to draw very fine (typically on

the micro or nano scale) fibers from a liquid. The method was traditionally used for

polymeric fiber production. A high voltage is applied to a capillary through which a

polymer/solvent mixture is guided and a metallic plate acts as counter-electrode

and collector. Fluid string between the electrodes forms the fibers on the metallic

counter-electrode via evaporation of the solvent [50]. The solution applied in this

technique consists of solvent, polymer and precursor and either includes

metalorganic monomers or pre-formed particles [129]. The fibersobtained by this

method are generally organic–inorganic hybrids, which are either used as obtained

[130] or transferred in a purely inorganic material by calcination.

Top-down approach methods most widely applied for the fabrication of 1D

nanostructures are chemical and ion beam etching [131]. Due to facet dependent

etching rates, pre-defined shapes can be produced from preliminary masked areas

[50], which have been demonstrated for compound semiconductors such as InP and

GaAs [132]. The techniques used enable lift-off of the wires and their transfer to the

desired surface [133]. Another advantage of top-down techniques is the

preorientation of the obtained structures, what makes postalignmentunnecessary. A

critical step for the etching of nanostructures is the accurate transfer of mask

features to the surfaces, which becomes complicated for high density arrays and
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very small feature sizes and will limit the progress in this area using conventional

approaches [50].

1.2.2.4. Tin dioxide nanowire synthesis

Tin (IV) oxide applications include gas sensing, heating elements and solar cells.

Alkoxide-based gold-catalyzed CVD growth methods allow obtaining SnO2 NWs with

well controlled diameter and orientation [134, 135].

Tin vapor oxidation in oxygen containing ambient is a valid approach for the

fabrication of 1D SnO2 nanostructures [136, 137]. The oxidation takes place at

temperatures between 900 and 950 oC; the substrates may be coated with gold or

remain uncoated.

Pulsed flow mode during vapor-solid synthesis of tin dioxide nanowires from

SnO leads to the formation of kinked wires [138].

Low oxygen partial pressure during the synthesis of nanowires [139] and

nanobelts [140] results in the formation of the orthorhombic form instead of the

common rutile crystal structure SnO2.

Carrier gas flow supported thermal evaporation of SnO or SnO2 powders enables

nanobelts fabrication in high quantity [141].

Tin oxide nanowires were formed by means of laser ablation of pure tin in an

oxidizingAr/O2 atmosphere [142]. The same process with the use of a SnO2 target at

low pressures leads to single crystalline nanobelts [143].

Single crystalline SnO2 nanowires were obtained by the means of carbothermal

synthesis. Self-catalyzed growth mechanism was described [144].Pd, Ag, Al, Cr, Fe,

Co, Ni, Cu and Au were investigated as seeds for carbothermal synthesis of SnO2

nanowires [145].
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Another approach to tin oxide nanowires fabrication is electrodepositionof

metallic tin wires within AAO template membranes with the following oxidation

[146,147].

Polycrystalline SnO2 nanowires can be prepared by electrospinning of mixtures

of polymer solutions (poly(ethylene oxide) or poly(vinyl alcohol)) and tin sources,

such as tin dioxide sol [148], dimethyldineodecanoate tin [149] or stannic chloride

pentahydrate [150].

Pure, polycrystalline tin dioxide fibers can be liberated from the carbon

backbone and converted to crystalline SnO2 by calcination in oxygen containing

environments [50].
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1.3. Gas sensing properties of different materials

1.3.1. Comparison of sensors based on thin layers and nanowires with sensors

based on thick layers

Synthesis by means of thin-layer technology enables to miniaturize sensing

devices, to create sensor arrays based on different materials on a single substrate;

low thickness of sensing layer assures low power consumption. Thin layers may be

fabricated by physical and chemical methods [151]. It is possible to refer to physical

methods all ways of fabrication where the transfer of the substance to gas phase is

realized by either thermal evaporation, or by means of high energy beams like laser

ablation, magnetron sputtering, electronic or ionic beams. Metal oxide films may be

obtained by the evaporation of both oxides and corresponding metals with the

following thermal oxidation or with oxidation during growth process. A common

disadvantage of these methods is the necessity of the use of high vacuum, what

increases technology cost.

The methods referred to chemical ways of thin layers synthesis are chemical

precipitation from gas phase (CVD) and synthesis with the use of solutions: pyrolysis

of aerosols, ion layering method, as well as sol-gel method with different ways of sol

deposition onto substrate. Metal simple salts, as well as complex and organometallic

compounds, may be used as initial materials.

The most common thin layer deposition method is magnetron sputtering –

catodic spraying of a target at plasma of magnetron discharge, i.e., diode discharge

in crossed fields. There are different spraying methods. In one case, metal is sprayed

in inert atmosphere or in vacuum and oxidized by oxygen after the sputtering

process. In another case, small amount of oxygen is contained during sputtering. In

all cases, the obtained gas sensing layer needs quite long final oxidation at high

temperature.
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Magnetron sputtering is well compatible with silicon technology and present

promising prospects for the creation of chips that combine low power consumption

sensor with electronic unit which control the work of the sensor and register its

response. Nevertheless, such chips are not created yet.

One more type of thin layer technology is laser ablation – partial target

evaporation under exposure to powerful enough laser impulses and following

vapors condensation onto dielectric substrate.

Main advantages of thick layer technology are low cost, possibilities to choose

various initial compounds, to increase the scale of production together with

integration with other microelectronic technologies. The deposition of thick layers is

realized by screen printing method, which includes following main stages [152]:

synthesis of active compound powder with predetermined properties, paste

preparation with the use of organic solvent with necessary viscosity, paste

deposition onto the substrate, paste drying at low temperature, following annealing

to remove spacer and to form durable layer. Thickness of the obtained layers varies

from units to hundreds of microns. Functional properties of thick layers are

determined by both properties of active component and layer structure.

Semiconductor sensor action is based as a rule on heterogeneous catalysis of

chemical processes, therefore the surface to volume ratio of gas sensing materials is

an important characteristic determining sensitivity. Traditionally, quasi-0-

dimentional (i.e., spherical) nanoobjects were usedin order to create highly

dispersive materials.  Their agglomeration at temperature close to the melting point

leads to the formation of a material with high surface to volume ratio. In such

methods as magnetron sputtering, laser ablation and spraying, layer-by-layer

nanoparticles deposition is used with their subsequent adhesion to the substrate

and to the previously formed material. Sol-gel process supposes synthesis of

nanopowder which consists of spherical nanoparticles, preparation of the paste

from this powder and its deposition and annealing.
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The development of sol-gel synthesis of highly dispersive semiconductor

materials is slightly retarded recently, because the researchers have now

approached to the scopes of this method. In this connection, the interest to the

development of the devices based on nanowires, i.e., quasi-1-dimentional objects,

have  increased.  Their  surface  to  volume  ratio  is  as  high  as  in  the  case  of

nanopowders, obtained on the basis of spherical nanoparticles.

Nanowires were first synthesized at 1960s, but their wide application started

only in the beginning of 21st century, when the technology advancement required

the creation of a wide range of nanomaterials, and new methods of these materials

treatment appeared. The basic method of nanowire synthesis was developed in

details in classical work of R. Wagner and W. Ellis [153]. Recently, with the help of

this method, SnO2, In2O3, WO3, ZnO and other oxides nanowires are obtained [154-

158]. Liquid phase synthesis methods are also widely implemented [159-162].

The use of metal oxide nanowires as sensing elements of gas sensors continues

in two directions. First direction supposes the use of a large quantity of nanowires.

For example, nanowires can be grown on the surface of metal electrodes deposited

on a dielectric substrate, wherein random electrical contact between wires located

on different electrodes takes place. The contact of each pair of nanowires is not

stable, but considering their large number, completely stable electrical contact is

formed. Sensors based on such systems show high sensitivity [163-170]. Hierarchical

structures with SnO2 nanowires covered with additional nanoscale objects can be

used for the improvement of electrical contact [164,169,170].

Second direction of nanowire sensors development is manufacturing of

electrical contacts for individual nanowires. These contacts can be made by the

means of photolithography, but more often focused ion beam (FIB) is used for this

purpose. This approach has a number of advantages. First, a reliable electrical

contact between nanowires and electrodes is secured. Second, the possibility for

manufacturing of devices with ultralow energy consumption opens up.
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In the case of the use of an individual nanowire, two pairs of electrodes are

deposited onto the nanowire. Outer pair is used for the applying of heating electric

potential, and inner pair is used for the measurement of electrical resistance. In

spite of large number of works dedicated to the use of nanowires as conductometric

gas sensors, they were not compared in details with classical semiconductor sensors

manufactured by the means of sol-gel method.
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1.3.2. Sensing layers obtained from nanopowder / sol materials

1.3.2.1. Influence of layer microstructure on the sensing performance

Metal oxide sensing films are divided into dense and porous [171, 172]. In dense

films, the gas interaction takes place only at the surface of the film since the analyte

cannot penetrate into the sensing film. In porous films, the gas can penetrate into

the film and interact with the inner grains.

According to the definition of the International Union of Pure and Applied

Chemistry (IUPAC) [172, 173], microporous materials have pore diameters of less

than 2 nm, macroporous materials have pore diameter of greater than 50 nm; the

mesoporous category thus lies in the middle. Mesoporous oxides with well-aligned

pore structures can be prepared via many methods such as template synthesis

[174–177], hydrothermal/solvothermal approaches [178–180], self-assembly

reaction [181–185], the Kirkendall effect [186–188], Ostwald ripening [189, 190], the

method of MWCNT templates [191]. Thick layers obtained by deposition of metal

oxide nanopowders by drop-coating don’t have well-aligned pore structures, but can

be considered as mesoporous layers as well [192].

Xu et al. revealed that the sensor response to reducing gases (H2 and CO) begins

to increase sharply as the grain size of SnO2 decreases to be smaller than a critical

value (6 nm), which corresponds to twice the thickness of space charge layer (grain

size effect) [193]. On the other hand, the effect of microstructure has been

recognized [194–196]. Target gas diffuses into the sensing layer while it reacts with

the surface oxygen of SnO2 grains. If the rate of diffusion is too small compared with

the rate of reaction, target gas cannot access the SnO2 grains located in the inner

region of the sensing body, leading to a loss in sensor response. Theory of gas-

diffusion controlled sensitivity for thin film semiconductor gas sensor points out

how to elaborate the sensing body to have microstructure favorable for gas

diffusion and to improve the sensor response [194].
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The grain  size  of  SnO2 in gas sensors usually ranges from a few nanometers to

several tens of nanometersin mean diameter, so that the sensing body includes

pores so called meso-pores (2–50 nm in radius) beside macro- and micro-pores. The

gas transport through meso-pores is known to take place by Knudsen diffusion, the

diffusion coefficient of which is given by

=                                                                                                     (1.15)

where Dk is gas diffusion constant, T is temperature, r pore radius, M is

molecular weight of the diffusion gas, R is gas constant.

Gas molecules should interact with oxide grains, but at the same time they

should diffuse inward through pores to access grains located inside. It is obvious

that if the interaction is too strong, the molecules cannot reach the deep inside. This

phenomenon has been analyzed for a thin film device well defined in grain size (D),

pore radius (r) and film thickness (L) [197]. Sensor response of SnO2 thin film devices

to H2S was enhanced by decreasing film thickness and by increasing SnO2 grain size

up to 16 nm.

The sols dispersing SnO2 grains (crystallites) of an average size controlled in the

range  of  6–16  nm  were  prepared  by  hydrothermal  method  [192].  The  SnO2 grains

remained monodispersed unless the time of hydrothermal treatment was prolonged

too much. The magnitude of sensor response to H2 in air tended to increase as the

grain size of SnO2 in the sols increased, suggesting the contribution by an increase in

mesopore size. This phenomenon was considered [197] as consistent with a gas

diffusion-reaction theory for semiconductor gas sensors [194, 198].

The gas diffusion rate is limited by the microstructure of the sensing layer and

the size of the target gas molecules, while the surface reaction rate is dependent on

the catalytic activity of the sensing layer and operating temperature [199].

Importantly, the rate leading to the steady state, where the diffusion and surface

reaction are balanced, determines the response speed of gas sensors. Therefore, the

gas diffusion and surface reaction are crucial parameters for semiconductor gas
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sensors. Matsunaga et al. have simulated the sensitivity and response speed of

resistive gas sensors by solving the following diffusion-reaction equation [200,201]:

( , ) = ( , ) − ( , )                                                                          (1.16)

where C(x, t) is the concentration of a target gas, t is  the  time, x is the distance

(depth from the surface), D is the diffusion coefficient, and k is the rate constant. It

was assumed that the diffusion and surface reaction follow the Knudsen mechanism

and first-order kinetics, respectively. The simulated results showed that the

response time of the sensors with 1 μm layer thickness SnO2 to 1000 ppm H2 should

be as fast as 1 μs.

Real response and recovery properties of semiconductor gas sensors for H2 and

CO detection were studied using a high-speed gas-switching system, a low-dead

volume chamber and a high-speed gas-switching valve [199]. Screen-printed SnO2

layer had thickness 10 μm and was characterized with a mean pore size 37 nm; H2

and CO concentration was 1000 ppm, operating temperature – 250 or 350o C.

Response time at 350 C was less than 0,5 s, while recovery time was more than 20 s.

This incomplete recovery was attributed to the slow desorption of H2O  and  CO2

formed on SnO2 by the surface reaction of H2 and CO, respectively.
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1.3.2.2. The role of contaminations of sensing material in gas sensing

properties of metal oxide sensors

Selectivity and stability of MOX gas sensors are traditionally considered as main

limitations for the use of gas sensors [202].

An approach consisting in synthesizing a very pure tin dioxide material with

extremely low level of sodium, chlorine, and sulfur contamination was applied for

improvement of long-term stability of the SnO2-based gas sensors [203]. The

influence of the impurities on crystallite growth rate during isothermal annealing at

700oC,  as  well  as  the  catalytic  activity  and  surface  composition  of  SnO2 materials

were investigated by means of comparison of extremely pure home-made SnO2 and

a commercial material. Intensive formation of Sn–OH groups on the surface of

synthesized SnO2 particles was mentioned, what was explained by high density of

surface defects due to low particle size of the material. Formation of numerous

oxygen species in the range of 280–400 ◦C on material surface conditioned its high

catalytic activity and caused high sensor signal values. Appearance of a new phase

on the surface of commercial SnO2 particles as a result of the thermal migration of

impurities (Na and Cl ions) was discovered. It was found that crystallite growth

causes signal decrease to propane by 1% during 590 h of operation for pure material

and increase by 25% after 590 h in the case of high impurity concentration material.

High drift value was explained by inhibition of propane oxidation process as a result

of surface oxidation taking place with the participation of impurities.

The role of contamination with chlorides has been studied in the field of

catalysis. For example, it is known that chlorine can replace OH groups on oxides’

surface and upon calcination it causes dramatic grain growth, sintering and loss of

porosity [204,205]. Chlorine has been reported many times as severe poison in

oxidation of hydrocarbons [206–209] and CO [209,210]. Its inhibiting effect is

related to formation of stable and less active oxychloride species (MetxOyClz) which
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block the active surface sites and may produce chlorinated products competing with

the reactants [206,207].

Water isotope (H2O/D2O) exchange in the presence of CO on two undoped tin

dioxides in the presence of CO has been studied using modulation excitation diffuse

reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) and resistance

measurements  [212].  Traces  of  Cl  in  SnO2 materials with concentration of around

0.15 wt % induced dramatic changes in water adsorption kinetics and CO sensing

mechanism. The material synthesized from Cl-free precursor manifested more basic

surface hydroxyls with higher desorption rate of water. The material synthesized

from tin tetrachloride (SnO2Cl) manifested higher affinity to chemisorbed water than

that made from tin hydroxide acetate (SnO2Ac). Water desorption kinetics was

found to be slower for SnO2Cl by ca. 30% with respect to SnO2Ac. High affinity to

water  as  well  as  low  sensor  signals  to  CO  in  humid  air  reported  for  SnO2Cl were

proposed to originate from traces of Cl ions (about 0.15 wt % for SnO2Cl and 0.03 wt

% for SnO2Ac) and not microstructure, which has been confirmed to be similar for

both materials.

Influence of impurity level in SnO2 materials  on  their  CO  and  H2 gas sensing

properties was farther investigated [213] by comparison of SnO2 materials

synthesized by means of the same method from three different precursors. It was

shown that the amount and nature of impurities, being rather technological, than

fundamental issue, exert much more changes in the gas sensing properties than

structural features of the sensing materials. The latter assumed high cross-sensitivity

toward water vapor, which resulted in the lowest responses to CO and H2 in humid

air. Poor sensor performance is assumed to be due to slightly higher impurity level

of the samples, analyzed by several standard methods. It was demonstrated that

300 ppmw Cl, K and Ca cause a dramatic increase of water vapor effects inundoped

SnO2 materials.
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1.3.2.3. Mixed oxide materials sensing properties

Metal oxide nanodispersed materials doped with noble metals were studied in

comparison with blank materials and with two-component nanodispersed oxide

systems [214-217].

The effect of Pd doping on crystallite growth kinetics of highly pure

nanocrystalline SnO2 during isothermal annealing was studied [214]. Blank material

demonstrated very low crystallite growth rate, while Pd doping resulted in

remarkable increase of crystallite growth rate together with an increase in the

activation energy. Simultaneous rise of activation energy and growth rate for doped

materials demonstrated that the migration of energy barrier was notably lower for

SnO2–PdO system (resulting in high growth rate) and energy required for defect

formation is much higher than that for blank SnO2 (which explained increase of

activation energy). In further study, crystallite growth and strain evolution during

isothermal annealing of pure and Pd-doped SnO2 has been compared and discussed

regarding possible growth mechanisms; size and strain contributions to the peak

broadening of in situ X-ray diffractograms were separated [215].

Sensing properties for two-component nanodispersed oxide systems: SnO2–

MetOx (Met = Ti, Zr, Hf, Y and La) and SnO2–noble metals (Pd, Pt, Rh and their binary

mixtures) were compared [216]. Cross-sensitivity tests towards H2 in the presence of

H2O and towards H2O  in  the  presence  of  H2 were performed. Doping with noble

metals dramatically decreased SnO2 selectivity towards H2 in the presence of water

vapors. SnO2–Pd, SnO2–Rh, SnO2–Pd/Pt, SnO2–Pd/Rh and SnO2–Pt/Rh not only

similarly interacted with H2 and water in the same temperature range, but also

manifested identical behavior during cross-sensitivity tests: “H2 in water” and

“water in H2”. This fact was explained by interaction of H2 and H2O with  the same

surface species (such as surface oxygen). Blank SnO2 and SnO2–MetOx (especially

SnO2–TiO2) demonstrated better selectivity. Doping with IIIB and IVB metal oxides

led to remarkable change in hydroxylation degree of the materials (studied by FTIR
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and  TGA)  and  in  the  chemical  activity  of  OH  groups.  Since  surface  hydroxyls  are

supposed to be inactive for direct water chemisorption, doping SnO2 with IIIB and

IVB  metal  oxides  can  be  considered  as  a  possible  way  for  improvement  of  SnO2-

based sensors performance.

Wide-gap semiconductor oxides have been extensively investigated because of

their wide range of technological applications, such as heterogeneous catalysis,

photocatalysis, piezoelectricity, optoelectronics, photovoltaic conversion and gas

sensing [217–223]. Novel electrical, mechanical, chemical and optical properties

were obtained for nanodispersed wide-gap semiconductor oxides [224-228].

The interest to the wide-gap semiconductor oxides in gas sensing began after

Seiyama et al. [228] evidenced their property of modifying electrical behaviour

when interacting with ambient gases. Their detection properties are enhanced due

to large specific surface offered and the influence in reducing the surface charge

density [229–231]. When the particle dimensions scale down below a critical value,

the phenomenon of the unpinning of Fermi level occurs [232]. The gas sensor

performance is determined by the reception and transduction function [233] as well

as by the fabrication procedure.

Mixed metal oxides and solid solutions demonstrate superior performance in

comparison with single oxides [234–238]. Two oxides in TixSn1−xO2 system show

several similarities in structural as well as in electronic properties [239], so that they

can easily form a solid solution. Moreover, they are wide-gap n-type semiconductors

due to stoichiometric defects, mainly oxygen vacancies acting as electronic donor

levels, although with energy positions more deep inside the band gap for TiO2. In

spite of similarity in their structural and electronic properties, they exhibit some

peculiar differences, such as electrical transport properties and gas sensing behavior

[223].

TiO2–SnO2 system has been widely investigated to determine the

crystallographic properties, the phase diagram and to study the spinodal

decomposition [240–243]. Conventionally, the solid solution TixSn1−xO2 is obtained
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from SnO2 and TiO2 via solid-state reaction, calcined at temperatures up to 1600 ºC,

or high energy ball milling [244,245]. Recently, with the aim to use the TiO2–SnO2 as

photocatalyst or as functional material in gas sensing, synthesis methods suitable to

produce the functional material at nanometric scale (e.g. co-precipitation, molten

salt method, sol–gel or thin film) have been adopted [246–250].

One of the properties of TiO2–SnO2 system widely tunable by varying the

stoichiometry (0≤x≤1) of the synthesized powders is grain size dimension [251,252].

In [251] it was shown that TixSn1−xO2 sensing films split into two broad behaviour

tendencies: pure SnO2 and  a  few  solid  solutions  with  a  low x exhibit a SnO2-like

behaviour, while for 0.3≤x≤1, a TiO2-like one, the drastic change appearing in

correspondence to x = 0.2, a borderline material between SnO2 and TiO2. Several

measurements show this type of feature: among the electrical measurements, the

shape of the Arrhenius plots, the conductance values, the shape of the energy

barriers and the CO responses vs. temperature. However, the spectroscopic

measurements especially highlight some differences between the two types of

materials.  This  can  be  viewed  for  UV–Vis  measurements  [223]  and  for  IR

spectroscopy in [251].

Possible correlations between electrical and spectroscopical measurements

were pointed out [223]. Nanosized TixSn1−xO2 have been synthesized at various Ti:Sn

molar ratio. Merging process of the two single oxides formed new compounds with

improved gas responses compared to pure TiO2 and  also  to  pure  SnO2. Arrhenius

plots for pure SnO2 for mixed SnO2-TiO2 oxides in dry air and in 500 ppm of CO in dry

air were reported. Two main observations were made: (i) in dry air, the conductance

decreases increasing the titanium content in the solid solution up to three orders of

magnitude; (ii) the shape of the Arrhenius plots changes as a minimum content of

titanium is added to tin dioxide. Moreover, starting from 30% concentration of TiO2

in SnO2, shape and conductivity are identical for all the other compositions

(0.3≤x≤1).
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1.4. Mechanisms of gas sensing

1.4.1. Mechanisms of gas sensing with blank metal oxide materials

1.4.1.1. Adsorption on the surface of semiconductor

In traditional electroresistive type gas sensors the mechanism of gas sensitivity

includes surface chemisorption processes, accompanied by the change of carrier

concentration in semiconductor bulk. Sensor signal is formed as a result of the bulk

change of electroconductivity of polycrystalline material. At the same time, the

condition of intergrain contacts contributes substantively to the value of

electroconductivity [254].

Adsorption of acceptor particles, i.e., having high electron affinity, for example,

molecules (F2, Cl2,  O3,  O2, NOx and other strong oxidizers), radicals (methyl, ethyl,

etc.) atoms O, Cl etc. leads to outflow of electrons from the bulk of semiconductor,

decreases n-type electroconductivity and increases electron work function.

Response of a sensor detecting such particles is called acceptor response.

Adsorption of acceptor particles on p-type semiconductor oxides increases their

electroconductivity.

Concerning donor particles like hydrogen atoms, metal atoms, H2 molecules, CO

and other reducing agents, their adsorption at moderate and low temperatures

(when notable diffusion of these atom inside the crystal is absent, and,

consequently, there is no formation of substitutional atoms) is always accompanied

by electroconductivity increase and decrease of work function for n-type

semiconductor adsorbent and opposite action in the case of p-type semiconductor.

As a rule, oxides ofhighest valences are inclined to partial reduction, what leads

to the appearance of oxygen vacancies in crystal lattice, forming n-type

semiconductivity. Such are oxides TiO2,  V2O5, WO3, SnO2.  Oxygen  vacancies  form

donor levels in their case. Oxides of lowest oxidation states are inclined to partial
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oxidation, appearance of over-stehiometric oxygen excess, formation of acceptor

levels and p-type semiconductivity formation. Such are NiO, MnO, CoO, Cu2O. Some

oxides like Cr2O3, ZrO2[255]  and  even  ZnO  [256]  may  show  p-  or  n-type

semiconductivity depending on the synthesis method and presence of additives.

Information about mechanisms of heterogeneous reactions is very important for

the understanding of the nature of sensing action. By first half of 20th century

became apparent the necessity of the use of quantum-chemical conceptions for the

solution of a number of the tasks of chemical physics, appearing during exploration

of heterogeneous processes. Theoretical development of these ideas gained at the

works of Volkenstein and Haufe [258].

The main idea of electronic adsorption theory is that a chemisorbed particle and

a solid body represent an unite quantum-mechanical system. During analysis of such

system, it is necessary to take into account the changes of electronic states of both

adsorbent and adsorbate. According to this theory, there are three possible types of

the bond between adsorbed particle and adsorbate surface: 1) “weak” bond, 2)

“strong” acceptor bond, 3) “strong” donor bond. In the first case, an electron of the

chemisorbed particle is attracted to a cation of the lattice, or an electron of a lattice

anion is attracted to the chemisorbed particle, which stays electrically neutral. In the

second case, an electron of a particle, adsorbed on a cation, interacts with a free

electron of the semiconductor, realizing in that way chemical bond with the lattice.

In the third case, an atom (or a molecule) adsorbs on a lattice anion and interacts

with a free hole of the semiconductor.
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Chemisorbed molecule forms new local energy levels in the band gap of the

semiconductor. The formation of a “strong” acceptor bond corresponds to an

electron transition to an acceptor level. The formation of a “strong” donor bond

corresponds to an electron removal from donor level, i.e. hole transition to the

donor level. So, due to particles adsorption, an excess of electrons or holes (i.e.

surface charge) appears on the surface. The latter is compensated by appearance of

a bulk charge in near-surface layer of the semiconductor, which is equal to the

surface charge in value and opposite in sign. As a result, energy bands beside the

surface are bended (figure 1.1). The calculation is usually made starting from

vacuum energy (Evac), being Ec the conduction-band bottom, Ev the valence band top

(both are hatched) and between them, there are band gap and Fermi level (Ef).

It is supposed that in the absence of chemisorption, the surface is neutral (figure

1.1. a). However, this supposition is not completely valid in the view of the presence

of so-called “biographic” states on the surface, formed in consequence of surface

atomsbonds cutting (Tamm levels). During chemisorption of donor particles,

electrons pass into the bulk of the semiconductor, causing the surface to be charged

positively (figure 1.1 b). During chemisorption of acceptor particles, the surface is

charged negatively (figure 1.1. c). Near-surface layer thickness is characterized by

Debye screening length. This layer is called space-charge region (SCR) [257].

Figure 1.1. Bands bend on semiconductor surface:
a – neutral surface, b – positively charged, c – negatively charged
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The conclusion of electronic theory about the existence of both charged and

neutral forms of chemisorption resolved the contradiction between observed rather

high values of adsorption and the existence of “Weitz limit” which is evidence of

existence of a very low (~1%) limit of surface filling by charged chemisorbed

particles.

Chemisorption kinetics and surface charging kinetics might not coincide, what is

related with recharge of biographic slow surface states, derived from chemisorption

equilibrium [258].

As a rule, practical tasks of ambient monitoring are related with particles

detection not in vacuum, but in air. Therefore it is necessary to take into account

that the surface of semiconductor sensor contains significant amount of

chemisorbed oxygen in these conditions.

Character of metal oxides interaction with oxygen is determined by temperature

conditions. At temperatures from –200 to 100 оС takes place physisorption, while

from  0  to  450 оС various types of chemisorption can be observed. At higher

temperatures, chemical interaction with semiconductor material may take place and

lead to the appearance of surface (400-600 оС) and bulk (1200-1500 оС) defects

[253].

There are various forms of chemisorbed oxygen. At the temperature range of

80-150 оС, the molecule is reduced to molecular anion O2
-. At temperature ranges of

150-260 оС, further reduction leads to appearance of oxygen anions O-, and at the

temperature ranges of 260-460 оС appear anions O2-. Thus, chemical interaction of

reducing molecules (CO, H2, CH4) with chemisorbed oxygen is more probable than

their independent adsorption on the surface of semiconductor.
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1.4.1.2. Debye length and grain size influence on SMOX material conductance

Electroconductivity in semiconductor films is determined by ratio between film

crystallites size (diameter W), contact region (diameter of contacting regions –

bridges db) and space-charge region size Xd. As a result of oxygen chemisorption in

the film, depleted surface layer (Xd) is formed on the borders of the crystallites, by

electrical charge, captured on the surface of the crystallite. Potential barrier is

formed in the place of the contact of two crystallites. Potential barrier which is

characterized by height φb and depleted region size Xd, is related with Debye

screening length Ld:
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where Nss is density of charged surface states on the border of crystallite, calculated

in accordance with Fermi-Dirac distribution, n0 is electrons concentration in non-

depleted region, q is electron charge, T – temperature, ε0, ε – dielectric permittivity

of vacuum and the semiconductor.

Depending on the ratio of W, db and Xd, there are three possible models of film

electroconductivity [1, 193].
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1.4.1.3. Models of electroconductivity in metal oxide sensing layers

1.4.1.3.1.  “Thin neck” or “open bridges” model  (2Xd<db)

Thickness of space-charge regions (grey color on figures 1.5-1.7) is smaller than

the diameter of the contact between crystallites (figure 1.5). Since SCR resistance is

much higher that semiconductor bulk resistance, all the current passing through the

bridge is concentrated in its central, electrically neutral part. Change of surface

states charge on the border of the crystal due to adsorption leads to the change of

SCR  size  (Xd) and, consequently, to the change of effective cross-section of the

bridge. Bridge resistance change leads, accordingly, to the film resistance change.

Fig. 1.5. “Thin neck” model
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1.4.1.3.2. “Grain-boundary”, or “closed bridges” model (db<2Xd<W).

In this model (figure 1.6) the thickness of space-charge regions are smaller than

the diameter of crystallite, but greater than the diameter of the bridges between

crystallites  [193].  In  this  case,  space-charge  regions  cover  all  the  volume  of  the

bridges, what leads to the formation of a potential barrier for electrons in the

regions of crystallite contacts. Therefore, only electrons with the energy sufficient to

overcome the barrier participate in conductivity current. The decrease of the

surface charge due to the adsorption of donor particles leads to the lowering of this

barrier and, consequently, to the increase of the number of electrons that are able

to overpass the barrier. This process causes the changes in conductivity of the film.

Energetical model of interface between crystallites in the absence of potential

difference is presented in figure 1.7 a, while in the figure 1.7. b is presented the

Figure 1.6. “Grain-boundary” model

Figure 1.7.Energetical model of interface between crystallites
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model when a bias – potential difference V is introduced. The height of potential

barriers φb0 and the thickness of depleted regions Li and Lr between crystallites in

this case is determined by the concentration of electrons in crystallites and by the

charge of the traps located in the intercrystallite region.

It is possible to point out three basic mechanisms of electrons passing through

barriers: thermal electron emission, tunneling and the recombination on traps.

Predominance of one mechanism or another is determined by the height of the

potential barrier and the thickness of the corresponding region. As it can be seen

from Figure 1.7.b, the applied bias changes the density of charged traps, and

consequently, also changes the height of the barriers, what is reflected in the

nonlinearity of current-voltage characteristic.

1.4.1.3.3. Model of full modulation of the resistance of crystallite bulk (Xd>W).

According to this model (Figure 1.8), space-charge region covers all the

crystallite  volume [256]. Charge modulation on the border of crystallite changes the

position of Fermi level due to adsorption and leads to the modulation of electrones

inside the crystallite, what causes the change of sensor conductivity.

This model corresponds to the films with very high dispersivity, for example,

obtained by reactive sputtering. It is possible to represent the structure of such films

as a net with individual crystallites located in its knots. Conductivity of the knots has

two states: conducting and nonconducting. A charge change  on a crystal border (for

Figure 1.8. Model of full modulation of
crystallite bulk resistance
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examole, due to the injection of a reducing gas) leads to switching of some

crystallytes from nonconducting to conducting state. Thus, the chains of conducting

crystallites are formed. When a bias is applied to this structure, current passes by

the chains connecting electrical contacts. Adsorption processes changes heights of

potential barriers on crystallite borders, what may lead to the change of the current

path. This effect is determined in literature with the term of percollation.

In real films, depending on the method of their production, temperature and gas

ambient, different mechanisms of electroconductivity might be realized in different

parts of the film.
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1.4.2. Models of gas sensing with metal doped MOx films

1.4.2.1. Electron theory of gas sensing

According to the electron theory, it is supposed that catalytic activity of a

semiconductor is determined by surface concentration of charged chemisorbed

particles, which, in its turn, is determined by Fermi level. Thus, displacing Fermi

levels, (for example, adding special dopants in semiconductor), it is possible to

change its catalytic activity. As ascertained in subsequent, in addition to Fermi level,

significant impact on catalytic activity and chemisorption makes the spectra of

biographic states, what particularly affects samples with developed surface [260].

Interaction of an adsorbate with surface of a semiconductor sensor doped with

metals (Pt, Pd and others), may run by two different mechanisms. First of them

(electron sensitizing) includes gas adsorption on a metal particle, where also takes

place interaction of the particle with oxygen and desorption of products of their

interaction (figure 1.9 a). There is electron exchange between metal particle and

semiconductor bulk.

Figure 1.9. Possible mechanisms of metal particles influence on adsorption change of
electrophysical characteristics of adsorbent:
a – electron sensitizing: the role of dopants is to be acceptors or donors of
electrones, depending on the ambient;
b – chemical sensitizing: the role of dopants is activation and spillover of reactants.
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Second mechanism (chemical sensitizing) includes dissociative adsorption of

molecular gases (like hydrogen and oxygen) on the surface of metallic catalysts like

palladium and platinum, and flow (spillover) of dissociation products on the surface

of the semiconductor (figure 1.9. b). Following chemisorption of the products in

charged form, or their participation in reactions with other chemisorbed particles

and electrically active surface defects, caused by high chemical activity of the

products, leads to sharper change of electroconductivity in comparison with the

changes caused by adsorption of corresponding molecular gases. Electron exchange

between metal particle and semiconductor bulk takes place [261-264].

1.4.2.2. H2 sensing mechanism in MOx semiconductor nanofilm doped with

noble metal

Gas sensing mechanism in different forms of metal oxide such as thin film, thick

film, and powder form have been studied using a wide variety of techniques [268-

276].

In [268] it was used conduction-AFM method which can simultaneously provide

information onboth local electrical properties and surface morphology. Hydrogen

gas response mechanism of Pd nanoparticles decorated TiO2 nanofilm was observed.

It was shown that there are two gas sensing mechanisms taking place when

hydrogen interacts with sensing material in air atmosphere: chemical and electronic

sensitization of the nanofilm. Initial electrical conduction change takes place without

any structural modification (chemical sensitization), thereafter the sensing happens

due to formation of Pd hydride (electronic sensitization) evidenced by the structural

change of Pd nanoparticles.

Chemical sensitization due to the Pd nanoparticles results in hydrogen gas

molecules dissociation into active hydrogen species (such as H*, H+, and other

forms) [278]. These hydrogen species diffuse to the TiO2 film and react with the

chemisorbed oxygen to form volatile water molecules, or/and remove the oxygen
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adsorbents chemisorbed on Pd [279]. Both of these reactions return the space-

charge layer electrons (i.e., trapped electrons) to the bulk and lead to an increase in

the electrical conduction. However, electrical conduction can increase even without

having the role from oxygen adsorbents. The nanofilm film placed in an inert

ambient responds with increasing conduction upon exposure to 1000 ppm of

hydrogen gas. This suggests that hydrogen must contribute more to conduction

increase in addition to reacting with chemisorbed oxygen.

Electronic sensitization (lowering of nano-Schottky barrier height). Hydrogen can

dissolve in Pd. This results into a decreased Pd work function and, in turn, can

further lower the nano-Schottky potential barrier height [280]. During the N2 /H2

cycling, this electronic sensitizationwas demonstrated to be the major mechanism

leading to electrical conduction change. Since there are no prior oxygen adsorbents,

single slope response kinetics is observed, suggesting that only the electronic

sensitization mechanism plays the major role in the depletion of the space-charge

layer [268]. In contrast, the presence of oxygen adsorbents can give a dual slope

hydrogen response kinetics, with initial slope region corresponding to chemical

sensitization and latter one to the electronic sensitization [281].

Both sensing layer local conductivity and topography change in “live” regime

were observed using C-AFM technique [268].  At the very beginning of hydrogen

input it was observed a sharp change of conductivity from non-conductive state to

conductive. Starting from the third minute to minute 10 it was observed the

increase of Pd particles mean size form ~8.5 to ~13 nm. The effect of Pd particles

increase due to Pd hydride formation is known and used in Pdmesowire based

hydrogen gas sensors [283, 284].
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1.4.2.3. Bulk doping influence on the response of conductometric SnO2 gas

sensors

At present, while considering gas sensing properties of metal oxides, the cluster

model is used predominantly [285]. In the frame of this model, catalytically active

additives present on the metal oxide surface are in the cluster state. However, the

presence of clusters, which could be well observable during a scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) and a transmission electron microscopy (TEM), does not mean yet

that clusters determine sensors operation [285].

The degree of crystallinity is important for gas sensing performance of metal

oxides since its influence on the stability of material structure and its temporal and

thermal sensing characteristics. Small amounts (0.1–0.2 wt%) of Pd and Pt promote

the improvement of crystal structure of the material unlike higher concentrations of

the dopants. Furthermore, such doping can decrease the concentration of defect

centers, because the presence of Pt and Pd stimulates oxygen dissociation, what

may lead to an improvement of stoichiometry of the SnO2 grains [286-288].

In the case of higher concentrations of Pd and Pd dopants in SnO2 materials,

sensor sensitivity drops as a result of an increase of the concentration of structural

defects. High level of the SnO2 structure disordering, caused by doping, may be the

reason of the increase of surface statesconcentration, pinning the surface Fermi

level and limiting the Fermi level shift during interaction with gas surrounding [289,

290]. The presence of correlation between doping and the surface state density was

experimentally confirmed in [288, 295, 296].

The appearance of structurally disturbed surface layer in the grains of heavily

doped SnO2 also corresponds to the assumption about decrease of SnO2 lattice

stability due to its doping with high metal concentrations. High resolution

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images of the SnO2:Pd (8 wt%) grains

presented in [297] show that highly doped SnO2 grains consist of a well-crystallized

core covered with an amorphous layer of tin oxide.
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Current transport across an intergrain interface, which is mainly affected by the

barrier heights, can also be strongly modified in the presence of defect states in the

band gap not only by modifying the potential distribution [294], but also by adding

additional transport paths across potential barrier [298,299]. The increase of

structural defects concentration at the interface can strongly decrease the role of

potential barrier changing, caused by the surface reactions, in modulation of current

transport in metal oxide-based gas sensors.

According to [300] and [301], sensor response maximum for undoped SnO2is

being achieved after annealing at Tan∼ 650–800oC. An increase in calcination

temperature higher than 400–500 oC results in improvement of the SnO2 crystallinity

and disappearance of the lattice distortion. The increase of sensor response of

undoped SnO2 after annealing in temperature range from 400 to 650–800◦C,

coinciding with the improvement of the SnO2 crystallinity, takes place despite of the

grain size increase.

At bulk doping the sensitivity drop is being observed already at temperatures,

exceeding  400◦C,  as  for  instance  for  SnO2:Pd,  while  sensitivity  maximum  for  a

surface modified samples was observed at the same temperatures (800◦C), as for

undoped samples [303]. This means that bulk doping and associated defect

formation are determinative factors in this process. It was shown [304] that during

bulk doping takes place incorporation of dopants into the SnO2 lattice at the place of

tin. According to [305], (Pd, Pt)4+ concentrations can be interpreted as

concentrations of noble metals incorporated in the tin dioxide lattice, because only

ions of Pd and Pt such as (Pd, Pt)4+ have sizes, allowing incorporation in the SnO2

lattice instead of tin.

The exceeding annealing temperature of 450–500◦C, which correspond to

achieving maximum sensor response, leads to the appearance of metallic Pd and Pt

and forming Pd and Pt clusters.

Authors [285] conclude from the results of [296, 306, 307] that the increase of

the sensor response is consistent with the Pt and Pd incorporation in the SnO2
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lattice, while the drop of sensor response coincides with the appearance of the Pd

and Pt inclusions in the matrix of SnO2, i.e. clusters. So, the optimal concentration of

doping additives should be close to a limiting solubility of noble metals in SnO2. At

concentration lower than limiting solubility concentration of surface atoms of noble

metals which form active surface sites is insufficiently high. At bigger concentration,

besides appearance of metal clusters, structural disordering of a surface area of the

metal oxide grains is being sharply increased. The appearance of metal clusters

takes place in the samples with high concentration of doping additives (3 wt%). At

the same time in the samples with low concentration (0.2 wt%), which are

characterized by maximum sensor response, palladium, presented in an oxidized

state, is finely dispersed and doesn’t form any clusters [307]. This means that the

role  of  noble  metals  such as  Pt  and Pd in  gas  sensing  effect  is  more complex  than

anticipated according to the cluster model of metal doping.
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2. Methods of experiment

2.1. Synthesis of nanopowders

Two approaches for synthesizing tin dioxide nanopowders are peresented. The

first one was developed to be compatible with tin and titanium oxides co-

precipitation. The second one was developed to mix the obtained oxide with copper

oxide and some noble metals.The procedures for obtaining Titanium oxide

nanopowders, as well as tin-titanium mixed oxides powders are also presented.

2.1.1. Tin dioxide synthesis for hydrogen thick-layer sensors

Precipitation method [1] was modified and used to synthesize nanodispersed tin

dioxide. Tin (IV) acetate was dissolved in glacial acetic acid. NH3·H2O was added

dropwise to cause hydrolytic precipitation of tin dioxide:

43322343 434)( COONHCHSnOHOHNHCOOCHSn +¯¾®¾++

The obtained colloid was precipitated by centrifugation (6000 rpm, 5 minutes),

and dried for 12 hours at 100°C, 2 hours at 350°C and 30 minutes at 440°C. For used

reagents details see Table 2.1; for the equipment description see Table 2.2.

We have found that the crystallite size of producing tin dioxide depends on the

conditions of the synthesis: concentration of tin acetate, pH and temperature of

precipitation.  When the formation of SnO2·xH2O takes place in soft conditions – low

tin acetate concentration (<0.8 g/L) and low temperature (<25oC), – it is possible to

stop it in the very beginning of colloid phase appearance. In this case, it is possible

to obtain tin dioxide with mean crystallite size 1.0 nm (measured after drying at

350°C for 2.5 hours). In these conditions, the reaction yield is quite low and the

synthesis is very reagent-consuming.

In order to increase the yield of the synthesis, it is possible to use higher

temperature of precipitation and higher concentration of the precursors. When
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optimal (from the point of view of yield and dispersivity) tin acetate concentration

(2 g/L in final solution) and the temperature of precipitation (50°C) are used, mean

crystallite size of the material amounts to 1.8 – 2.0 nm (XRD), while mean particle

size is about 4 nm (TEM).

The increase of precipitation and aging time to 70 hours results in increase of

mean crystallite size up to 3.0 nm and mean particle size to 8 nm.

Table 2.1.Used reagents

Name in text Formula Producer CAS number

Tin (IV) acetate Sn(CH3COO)4 Sigma-Aldrich 2800-96-6

Acetic acid CH3COOH Sigma-Aldrich 64-19-7

Ammonia water
solution NH3·H2O Fluka 1336-21-6

Titanium
(IV)isopropoxide Ti(O(CH3)2)4 Sigma-Aldrich 546-68-9

Ethanol C2H5OH Scharlab 64-17-5

propanediol-1,2 CH2(OH)CH(OH)CH3 Sigma-Aldrich 57-55-6

Table 2.2.Used equipment

Name in text Producer, model, characteristics

Furnace Chamber laboratory furnace Carbolite 1200° (RHF)

Centrifuge Hettich EBA 20, 6000 rpm, 3460 RCF
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2.1.2. Titanium dioxide synthesis

Titanium (IV) isopropoxide is insoluble in acetic acid. It was necessary to dissolve

it first in an auxiliary solvent. The latter was prepared as follows: 9 parts of acetic

acid were mixed with 10 parts of ethanol and heated up to 100°C, avoiding boiling.

Appropriate volume of titanium isopropoxide (from 0.05 to 1 ml) was dissolved in 7

ml of freshly prepared solution at temperature about 60°C. Next, just-prepared

solution containing titanium isopropoxide was added to acetic acid at room

temperature under stirring. Under these conditions, the addition of each solution to

another did not cause premature precipitation of tin dioxide.

Titanium isopropoxide is unstable even in the final solution. If the synthesis lasts

too long (more than 1.5–2 hours) or ammonium hydroxide is added too fast, the

solution grows turbid because of titanium dioxide formation. During the

development of titania synthesis conditions attention was paid on the proper time

of the appearance of colloid, because the purpose was to use this procedure later to

precipitate tin oxide and titanium oxide together, at the same time, when preparing

mixed oxides and avoid premature precipitation of titania.

It was found that the optimal method was to add estimated volume of

ammonium hydroxide dropwise during 1.5 hours under intensive stirring and

cooling.

2.1.3. Synthesis of tin-titanium oxide co-precipitate

The original aim was to synthesize mixed (double) oxides of tin and titanium. But

since no experiments were made on the homogeneity of the distribution of two

phases in each other, we use the term “co-precipitated materials” or “co-

precipitates” instead of “mixed oxides”.

Tin-titanium oxide co-precipitated materials with wide molar fraction of titania

ranging from 0 to 100% (0, 10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100%) were synthesized.
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Titanium (IV) isopropoxide, primarily dissolved in auxiliary solvent as described

above, and tin (IV) acetate were dissolved in glacial acetic acid in appropriate

amounts. The addition of ammonium hydroxide (1.55:1 NH3·H2O: CH3COOH) was

carried out at low temperature (6°C at the end of ammonia addition) and intensive

stirring. Precipitation was caused by heating the solution to as much as 55°C in order

to be sure that all tin and titanium passed into colloidal phase. The conditions of the

precipitation of tin and titanium were chosen reasoning from the experiments with

individual oxides precipitation. It was found that, using the chosen conditions, the

synchronous and complete precipitation of both tin and titanium oxides is ensured.

Co-precipitated materials will be denoted below as cp ST XY, where “cp” means

co-pecipitated  material,  “ST”  –  Sn  and  Ti,  X  and  Y  –  molar  fraction  of  Sn  and  Ti,

accordingly. For example, cp ST 91 is a co-precipitated material, where molar

fraction of Sn in the solution used for the synthesis was 90%. Following an analogous

criteria, mixed oxides will be denoted as “mm ST XY”.

2.1.4. Tin dioxide synthesis for hydrogen sulfide, acetone, and ammonia thick-

layer sensors

Tin dioxide was synthesized in general in the same way as described above for

TiO2-SnO2 sensors. The differences in synthesis approaches are described below.

Tin (+2) acetate was dissolved in glacial acetic acid to obtain 1 g/l concentration.

Then, the solution was cooled down to 3 оС.  After  that,  a  molar  excess  of  35%

hydrogen peroxide was added to the solution. In order to ensure the complete

oxidation of tin, the solution was hold for 12 hours at 6 оС:

OHCOOCHSnCOOHCHOHCOOCHSn 24332223 2)(2)( +¾®¾++

25% ammonia solution was added to the obtained solution of tin (+4) acetate

until pH reached value 4.5:

43322343 434)( COONHCHSnOHOHNHCOOCHSn +¯¾®¾++ .
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Stannic acid was separated from the solution by centrifugation, rinsed with

deionized water, and separated by centrifugation again. This process was repeated

for 10 times. In order to prevent stannic acid coagulation during drying, the

precipitate was rinsed by 1-propanol, whereupon H2SnO3 was educed again by

centrifugation. Nanodisperse stannic acid first was dried for 5 hours at 65оСand later

annealed at 450оС during 10 hours:

+¾®¾  OHSnOSnOH T
2232
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2.2. SnO2 nanowires synthesis method

Gas transport method based on vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) mechanism was used for

SnO2 nanowires synthesis. Argon saturated with water vapors served as ambient.

Water was used as a tender oxidant of metallic tin:

222 22 HSnOOHSn +®+

The temperature of the metal source in a tubular furnace (figure 2.1) was 1100
oC.

Droplets of noble metal catalyst are usually used in VLS method of nanowire

growth. In the present work, no impurities were used; the nanowires were obtained

onto the surface of a quartz pipe.

The key parameters of nanowire fabrication are:

· Source materials: metal / metal oxide, and their combinations

· Temperature of source material (1000-1300 oC)

· Ambient composition (Ar, Ar+O2, Ar+H2O)

· Ambient pressure

· Flow rate(1–3)×10-6m3s-1.

Figire 2.1. Scheme of SnO2 nanowire synthesis
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· Temperature of the substrate (700-1000 oC).

Tin dioxide, formed in a liquid drop, was crystallized from the drop, gradually

forming nanowire, while the process of tin condensation from gas phase to the drop

continues. The formed quasi-homogeneous material represents wires with thickness

20-500 nm and with length exceeding thickness on 3-4 orders.
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2.3. Paste preparation and deposition of thick sensing layers

The powders obtained by procedures described above were used to prepare

pastes which were deposited onto alumina substrates by drop-coating to form

sensing layers.

2.3.1. Paste preparation and deposition of sensing layers for hydrogen sensing

experiment

The powders were prepared for deposition as follows. The oxides obtained by

procedures described above were grindedin agate mortar (mixed in the desired

proportion to obtain oxide mixtures).After preparation of the powder with required

molar ratio of oxides, the material was mixed with propanediol-1,2 in the weight

ratio 2:1 in the same mortar and was grinded until the formation of the paste with

requiredhomogeneity and viscosity. The latter was deposited on substrates by drop

deposition. The substrates with deposited ink were dried at 150°C for 40 minutes

and annealed at 700°C for 5 minutes. Smoothness of the obtained layer was

controlled using microscope. Substrates with deposited materials were soldered to

TO-8 packages.

As-prepared sensors were stabilized at ambient air for 72 hours at 350°C.

Mixtures of individual tin and titanium oxides will be denoted below as

“mechanical mixtures” with X% TiO2 in SnO2.

The mechanical mixtures were prepared by mixing tin and titanium oxides in a

mortar prior to the deposition on the substrate.

The characterization of the sensing properties of the materials was performed

on alumina microsubstrates (2.0×0.4×0.2 mm) with gap platinum electrodes and a

platinum heater described in [2]. The microsubstrates were assembled in TO-8

package.
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2.3.2. Paste preparation and deposition of sensing layers for detection of other

gases

2.3.2.1. Materials for hydrogen sulfide and acetone thick-layer sensors

Tin oxide prepared according the procedure described in chapter 2.1.4. was

mixed with copper oxide and some metals in the following concentration:SnO2 +

3%CuO, SnO2 + 2%CuO + 2%Au, SnO2 + 3%Pt, SnO2 + 3%Pd, SnO2 + 2%Pt + 2%Pd (all

proportions given in weight %) were prepared.  For this purpose SnO2nanopowder

was mixed in a mortar with copper oxide. Other dopants were mixed with SnO2 in a

mortar using their water solutions: hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (aurochloric acid);

tetraammineplatinum(II) nitrate; tetraamminepalladium(II) nitrate. All the used

chemicals were analytical grade. After the impregnation, obtained materials were

dried at 80 оС.

The materialswere depositedby drop-coating on the same alumina

microsubstrateswhich were described at paragraph 2.3.1. The substrates were

electrically connected to TO-8 packaging.

2.3.2.3. Manufacture of ammonia converter

In this case, the powder including tin dioxide and dopants as Pd and Pt,obtained

by the procedure described in 2.1.4 and 2.3.2.1, was mixed with glycerin,usedas a

filling material, in an agate mortar to obtain a paste. The paste was deposited later

on a substrate (described in 2.3.1). The substrate with deposited layer was heated

up to 650 оС with heating rate of 50оС per minute, remaining at this temperature for

15 minutes;then the substrate was cooled down to 450 оС and kept at this

temperature for 1 hour. This procedure was performed in a muffle furnace (PTK 1/2-

40). During the annealing, three-dimensional tin dioxide structure wereformed.

Noble metal reduction and burning of organic filler also took place.
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After the formation of gas sensing layer, the substrates were soldered to TO-8

package (figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3. Substrate with ТО-8 package
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2.4. Manufacture of single nanowire devices

Individual nanowires were electrically contacted by direct Focused-Ion-Beam

(FIB) platinum deposition, using a FEI Dual-Beam Strata 235 instrument combined

with a metallorganic injector to deposit platinum.

Common look of the device is presented on figures 2.4 and 2.5.

Figure 2.4. Single nanowire electrically connected to a

Figure 2.5. Single nanowire sensing device mounted
inside the gas chamber
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2.5. Methods of materials characterization

2.5.1. Transmission electron microscopy

Jeol JEM 1011 microscope operating at 100 kV (tungsten cathode) was used to

estimate the particle morphology of the materials described in paragraphs 2.1.1,

2.1.2, 2.1.3. The sample preparation was as follows. A specimen of the solid was

carefully grinded and dispersed in absolute ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, p/n24194) using

ultrasound bath. Then, a drop of the suspension was deposited on copper grid for

TEM analysis and left for 15 min in air  at 60oC to evaporate the solvent. After this,

the support was placed into the holder and inserted into the TEM chamber.

2.5.2. XRD study

TXRD measurements were made using a BRUKER D8 ADVANCE diffractometer

equipped with parallel incident beam (Göbel mirror), vertical θ-θ goniometer, XYZ

motorized stage and with a GADDS (General Area Diffraction System) and equipped

with an MRI BTS-BASIC platinum ribbon heating stage. Samples were placed directly

on the sample holder and the area of interest was selected with the aid of a video-

laser focusing  system. An X-ray collimator system allows to analyze areas of 500

μm.  The  X-ray  diffractometer  was  operated  at  40  kV  and  40  mA  to  generate  Cukα

radiation. The GADDS detector was 30x30 cm with a 1024x1024 pixel CCD sensor.

We collected two frames (2D XRD pattern), covering 20-80o 2θ at  a  distance of  15

cm from the sample to the detector. The exposition time was 300 s per frame and

they were chi-integrated and merged to generate the conventional 2θ vs. intensity

diffraction pattern. The first diffraction pattern was collected at room temperature,

the second one was  collected at  700ºC with  a  heating  rate  of  0.1667º/s.  The third

and followings patterns were collected consecutively at the same temperature after

600 s.  A  total  of  91 patterns  were collected at  the same temperature  of  700oC for

about 32 hours. The representative time (in seconds) used for each pattern was
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when it started to be collected. Static air atmosphere was used throughout the

analysis. Identification of the minerals was achieved by comparison of the XRD

diffractogram with the ICDD data base (release 2007) using Diffracplus Evaluation

software (Bruker 2007).

The X-ray diffractograms were analyzed in a first approach by profile analysis

using the program TOPAS 4.2 [3], working with local routines, that fits the observed

diffractogram to a calculated one from a model. A pseudo-Voigth function was used

to fit the diffracted pattern. The instrumental contribution to the peak width was

obtained  from  a  sample  of  LaB6 from  the  NIST  (SRM  676b).  The  LaB6 pattern was

analyzed with the same software by fitting a pseudo-Voigth function. The calculated

parameters for LaB6 were maintained constant for SnO2 samples but only fitting the

integral breadth of the diffracted peaks produced by the crystallite size of the SnO2.

Apart from that, for each pattern was fitted the zero shift, a 2 degree Chebychev

polynomial as a background, cell parameters for SnO2 (Cassiterite,  P42/mnm, a=b=

4.73820 Å, c= 3.18710 Å) and TiO2 (Anatase, I41/amd, a=b= 3.7852 Å, c= 9.5139 Å;

Rutile, P42/mnm, a=b= 4.5933 Å, c= 2.9592 Å) and the intensity of each reflection.

Figure 2.6. Experimental diffractograms (1), their fitting with Voigt function (2) and the

difference between them (3) for sample cp ST-73at annealing time t=0 h (a) and t=31 h (b)

Figure 2.6 shows the fitted pattern taken at 700oC after 32 h for sample cp ST-

73.  The  criteria  of  fit  was  the  commonly  Rwp value  used  in  Rietveld  analysis.  We
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obtained in all patterns fitted aRwpvalue ranging from 7.0 up to 11.0 indicating a

good agreement between the observed diffractogram and the calculated one.

The mean crystallite size (D), or the volume-weighted domain size in

crystallographic terms, is calculated from the integral breadth of the peak, according

to the modified Scherrer expression [4]:

q
lb

cosD
S =

whereλ is the wavelength of incident radiation and θ is the Bragg angle. Double

Voigt Approach was used to estimate crystallite size and  was simplified assuming

that there is no contribution to the integral breadth of the peak from the

microstrain and that the Lorentz component alone determines the crystallite size.

Co-precipitated  materials  cp  ST91,  cp  ST73,  as  well  as  SnO2 and  TiO2,

werecharacterized by this method.

2.5.3 FTIR spectroscopy

FTIR spectra were recorded using JASCO 680 Plus spectrometer. The sample in a

quantity of 0.006(±1) g was mixed with 0.30(±2) g of KBr powder (Sigma, IR grade)

and then grinded in the agate mortar for 5 min. The resulting powder was pressed

into self-supporting disks and then used for the measurements. To record the

background spectrum the self-supporting disk of blank KBr is used. The spectra

acquisition was performed in the absorption mode with 32 scan times and

resolution 2 cm-1. All measurements were carried out at RT and in air.

Co-precipitated  materials  cp  ST91,  cp  ST73,  as  well  as  SnO2 and  TiO2,

werecharacterized by this method.

2.5.4. SEM characterization

Images of SnO2 nanowires were obtained using JEOL JSM-6380 LV scanning

electron microscope (Voronezh State University, Russia).
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2.6. Methods of gas sensing experiments

2.6.1. Hydrogen gas sensing experimental set-up

Experiments for determining hydrogen gas sensing properties of the synthesized

materialswere carried out using the experimental set-up shown on figure 2.7.

The sensors were covered with caps allowing gas transfer to the sensor’s surface

and deposited in Teflon gas chamber with interior volume ~50 cm3.

The pins of TO-8 package were connected to sockets and the latter were

connected to digital high resistance ohmmeter/multimeterKeithley 6517A and to

Agilent E3631A device used as power supply for the sensor’s heater.

Environics Series 4000 gas mixing system was used for the preparation of gas

mixtures. Environics Series 4000 software was used as user interface for the

instrument. Stainless steel and teflon tubes were used to interconnect gas mixing

system and experimental chamber.

Following initial gas mixtures were used in this study:

Dry synthetic air;

20 ppm hydrogen solution in synthetic air;

1000 ppm hydrogen solution in synthetic air.

Humidity and hydrocarbons impurity level for all initial gases were less than 3

ppm.

Humidity level was adjusted using Environics saturator with deionized water.

The experiments on gas sensing properties of the materials presented here

aimed to study the dependence of gas sensors signals on hydrogen concentration,

temperature and humidity.
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The experiment was carried out as follows: sensors were stabilized at 350°C for

72 hours in ambient air before any measurement, and after that in the gas chamber,

in atmospheres of synthetic air and 20 ppm hydrogen, switching every hour. Next,

sensors were exposed to the synthetic air flow at target temperature until the

stabilization of the resistance of the sensing layer. Signal values were calculated as

(Rair-Rgas)/Rgas, where Rairis  the  resistance  in  pure  air,  and Rgasis the one in the

presence of the target gas.

Table 2. List of equipment used in hydrogen sensing experiment

Name in text Model name

Electrometer electrometer / high resistance meter Keithley 6517A

Power supply triple output DC power supply Agilent E3631A

Multimeter digital multimeter Agilent 34401A

Gas mixing system Environics Series 4000

Figure 2.7. Gas sensing experiment setup: 1 –multimeter, 2 – sensor, 3 – power
supply, 4 – electrometer, 5 – gas mixing system. For equipment details see table 2.
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2.6.2. Other gases sensing experimental set-up

Ammonia, hydrogen sulfide and Acetone were performed using a gas chamber,

where the sensors, as well as “sensor+converter” device were located during

experiments. This chamber was made of Teflon; with an interior volume of ~200

cm3.

Characteristics of the sensors were examined in gas flow conditions. Gas

mixtures were made using gas mixing system MICROGAS-F-12 and microflow source

“Hydrogen sulfide”, model IM03-M-A2. According to calibration scheme for gas

phase components measuring equipment (GOST 8.578-2008), this gas flow source is

a working standard of 1st grade.

Gas flow rate was controlled by digital mass flow controller ELTOCHPRIBOR RRG-

12 with total systematical constituent of basic reduced uncertainty equal to 1%.

The sensor signal was defined as normalized difference of sensor

electroconductivity in the examined ambient (σx)  and  in  reference  ambient  (σ0).

Reference ambient was synthetic air.
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For the work in nonstationary temperature mode it was used an automatic

device (figure 2.8) developed in Voronezh state university (Russia) by Dr. S.V.

Ryabtsev. The feature of the temperature controlling device concluded in the

possibility to maintain and control sensors’ temperature in the conditions when the

converter located in a close distance (~2 mm)to the sensor being heated and cooled

influencing the sensor’s temperature.

Special program complex was developed for device control. Program “SenSet”

Figure 2.8. Gas analyzer for 4 sensors working in
nonstationary temperature regimes

Figure 2.9.GUI of SensReader program
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allows stationary, “steps” or sinusoid temperature mode setting for each of the four

sensors allocated in the chamber. The program allows setting both the duration of

the cycle and the range of temperature change during the work in non-stationary

modes.

2.6.3. Gas sensing set-up using SnO2 nanowire devices

Electrical measurements of SnO2 nanowire based devices were performed using

Keithley 2400 Source Meter Unit (SMU). For gas sensing experiments, the devices

were placed in a chamber with an integrated heater; the gas flow (≥ 99.999% purity)

was regulated by mass flow controllers.
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3. Materials characterization

3.1. Comparative characterization of SnO2, TiO2 and SnO2-TiO2

materials

In this chapter we compare two types of SnO2-TiO2 materials. The first one was

synthesized by co-precipitation method, described in Chapter 2.1.3, while the

second one was prepared through mechanical mixing of SnO2 and  TiO2 powders,

obtained according the procedures described in 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, respectively. Each

type of materials is presented with different SnO2/TiO2 ratios. Pure SnO2 and  TiO2

powders were used to contrast the effect of the admixture or dopant. FTIR

spectroscopy is used to qualitatively compare the amount of hydroxyl groups on the

materials in question. Using in-situ XRD we examine crystallite size evolution of the

synthesized materials.

Figure 3.1 shows TEM images of some synthesized materials after drying and

annealing at 350oC for 150 and at 440oC for 30 minutes. Co-precipitated materials

are  denoted as “cp ST XY”, where “cp” means co-pecipitated material, “ST” – Sn and

Ti, X and Y – molar fraction of Sn and Ti, accordingly. For example, cp ST 91 is a co-

precipitated material, molar fraction of Sn in the solution used for which synthesis

was 90%.

Fig. 3.1. TEM images of blank tin oxide (a), cp ST-91 (b) cp ST-73 (c) and blank
TiO2 (d).
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Mixed oxides are denoted as “mm ST XY”.

Mean particle size for blank SnO2 was found to be close to 4 nm, while mean

crystallite  size  for  this  material  amounts  to  2  nm.  Both values  are  lower  by  ca.  1.5

times compared to SnO2 bulk doped with TiO2. In the case of blank TiO2 the particles

are notably larger, with size between 5 and 18 nm, and mean crystallite size about 6

nm.

FT-IR spectroscopy was used to compare amount and acidity of surface hydroxyls

for the co-precipitated and blank materials (Figure 3.2). The broad band centered at

ca. 3420 cm-1 is assigned as stretching vibrations of bridge-bonded or/and hydrogen-

bonded OH groups [1]. It is also known that the highest frequency between 3800-

2500 cm-1 is assigned to the most basic hydroxyl groups with the lowest

coordination number of the oxygen. Decrease in OH frequency is therefore

associated with the increase of coordination number of the oxygen and possible

hydrogen bonding [2].

The position of the band suggests that the dominant specie for all materials is the

one vibrating at ca. 3420 cm-1. This position will be taken as reference and higher or

Fig. 3.2. FTIR spectra of some synthesized materials
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lower acidity of OH groups will be judged in respect of this value hereinafter. The

shapes of the bands indicate rather different contribution of hydroxyl groups with

higher and lower acidity. Let us compare blank materials first. The band of TiO2 is

remarkably broader in both directions than that of SnO2. The highest broadening is

observed in low frequency region, implying higher amount of more acidic OH

groups. The “partial” content of less acidic hydroxyls is also higher for TiO2. Both

these facts suggest that OH groups on TiO2 surface are more heterogeneous

regarding their acidity in respect with SnO2. They are also ca. 20% more numerous

judging by band integral, normalized by sample weight, and this is regardless the

fact that surface of SnO2 is higher than that of TiO2 after annealing at 440 oC.

Doping with 10 w.% TiO2 leads to increase in the dominant specie quantity, as

well as slightly decreases acidic hydroxyl groups. Further doping with 30 w.% TiO2

maintain the amount of the dominant species at high level compared to the blank

SnO2 but in this case increases acidic OH groups similarly to blank TiO2.

The general tendency that can be derived from figure 3.2 is that the doping with

TiO2 results in higher overall amount of hydroxyl groups compared to blank SnO2.

Apart from that, OH groups become slightly more acidic in respect with the

dominant specie. These results are in good agreement with the ones obtained

previously for SnO2 materials doped with IVB elements [3].

According to the conventional XRD analysis, co-precipitated materials as well as

blank SnO2 are crystallized in rutile modification: P42/mnm, a=b= 4.73820 Å, c=

3.18710 Å (Cassiterite). On the other hand, blank TiO2 possesses anatase  structure:

I41/amd, a=b= 3.7852 Å, c= 9.5139 Å, which means that mechanically mixed SnO2

and TiO2 consist of two phases rutile (from SnO2) and anatase (from TiO2).

Upon isothermal annealing at 700oC no phase transitions were observed for co-

precipitated materials and blank SnO2 (see e.g. figure 3.4). However, anatase phase

of blank TiO2 transforms under the same conditions to the rutile phase: P42/mnm,

a=b= 4.5933 Å, c= 2.9592 Å (Figure 3.3). Anatase-rutile transformation (ATR) occurs

already at temperatures below 700oC, since upon reaching this
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Fig. 3.4. Diffraction patterns of blank SnO2 before annealing
(1), after reaching 700oC (2) and after 31 h of annealing (3)

Fig. 3.3. Diffraction patterns of blank TiO2 before annealing (1), after

reaching 700oC (2) and after 31 h of annealing (3)
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temperature the material already consists of two phases with ca. 1:1 weight ratio.

The fact of ATR for blank TiO2 as well as its temperature are in good agreement with

the literature [4].

Apart from the phase transition in blank TiO2, abrupt growth of crystallites occurs

upon isothermal annealing. This phenomenon is well known and believed to be due

to breaking of old and formation  of new bonds in the crystalline lattice (so called

reconstructive transformation) [4, 5]. TXRD experiment has shown that after

approximately 1 hour the oxide is represented mainly by rutile modification (Figure

3.5) with crystallite size of more than 200 nm. After 5 hours of annealing no anatase

phase was detected with XRD. High degree of crystallinity prevented us to estimate

the kinetics of the crystallite growth for TiO2 rutile phase. Accordingly, in Figure 3.6

the crystallite size evolution is shown only for SnO2 phases in co-precipitated and

mechanically mixed oxides.

The experimental values of crystallite sizes as a function of annealing time

Fig. 3.5. Weight evolution of rutile and anatase phases in blank TiO2
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Table 3.1. Fitting parameters of the model (fitting error for the last decimal is given in

parenthesis).

Material k n

SnO2 7.24(4) 10.0(1)

cp ST-91 5.56(1) 11.3(1)

cp ST-73 4.35(1) 10.0(1)

mm ST-91 13.5(5) 20.0(1)

mm ST-73 12.3(8) 20.8(1)

Fig. 3.6. Crystallite size evolution of SnO2 phase during annealing at 700oC (red lines are
fittings with the parabolic function
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were fitted with generalized parabolic model: D(t)=kt1/n, where D(t) is the crystallite

size at time t, k is the temperature dependent constant and n is the growth

exponent [6-8]. In spite of the fact that size-dependent impediment model was

found to be more meaningful for nanocrystalline oxides [9-11], we used the former

model because the fitting error of the latter was remarkably higher.

As it can be seen either from Figure 3.6 or from Table 2, the growth is remarkably

higher in the case of mechanical mixtures. Most probably the anatase phase, which

undergoes dramatic structural changes upon heating, evokes recrystallization

phenomena in the rutile phase through interfacial contacts. Note, that rate constant

and the mean crystallite sizes are higher for the mixture with low (10 w. %) TiO2

content. On the other hand, the growth exponent is similar for both mechanical

mixtures, indicating similar mechanisms of the crystallite growth.

Simultaneous precipitation of the oxides seems to effectively decrease growth

rate of SnO2 crystallites. The highest growth kinetics between co-precipitated

materials was observed again for the system with 10 w.% TiO2. The fact that both

co-precipitated materials and blank SnO2 manifest similar growth exponent suggests

that presence of Ti4+ does not affect the growth mechanism in tin dioxide.
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3.2. Characterization of SnO2 nanowires in comparison with SnO2

nanopowders

A  typical  SnO2 nanowire obtained by the procedure described in 2.5.4 is

presented at figure 3.7. Inserts show thickness of the nanowire, which varies from

74 to 85 nm at the presented section.

On the other hand, Figure 3.8 shows TEM image of SnO2 nanopowder material

obtained using the procedure 2.1.1. Average particle size amounts to 4-6 nm.

XRD spectra obtained by different methods (figure 3.9) show principal

distinction of nanowires obtained by gas transport synthesis from precipitated

nanopowder. Spectral band width at half-height characterizes the size of coherence

area, which is determined by the crystallinity of the structure.  Nanowires formed by

vapour-liquid-solid mechanism have high and narrow peaks, testifying the

monocrystalline structure. On the contrary, nanopowder has low and wide peaks,

what testifies disordered structure.

Figure 3.7. SEM image of SnO2 nanowire after annealing
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Figure 3.9. XRD spectra of SnO2 nanopowder (red) and SnO2
nanowire (blue)

Figure 3.8. TEM image of SnO2 nanopowder
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On the one hand, disordered structure of the powder should lead to the

appearance of large number of adsorption centers on the surface of gas sensing

material, what increases sensing response. On the other hand, monocrystallinity of

the nanowires is a factor increasing the stability of the device.
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4. Hydrogen detection with SnO2-TiO2 gas sensors

4.1. Hydrogen properties and application; motivation of sensors development

The properties of hydrogen gas are rather different from the properties of other

combustible gases like alkanes or gasoline vapor. Its density amounts to approx.

0,09 kg/m3 and its boiling point is 20.39 K. Moreover, hydrogen has high diffusion

coefficient (0.61 cm2/s in air) and buoyancy. Hydrogen mixes with air are flammable

and combustible in the range 4–75%; they have a low minimum ignition energy

(0.017 mJ) and high heat of combustion (142 kJ/g H2), as  well as  a high burning

velocity, detonation sensitivity and an ignition temperature of 560 oC. Hydrogen is

also a strong reducing agent and has a high permeability through many materials.

Hydrogen is a colorless, odorless and tasteless gas and cannot be detected by

human senses, therefore other means of its detection are required. Express and

reliable hydrogen detection is essential to prevent the risk of explosion.

First hydrogen detectors were applied at filling stations for airships more than

100 years ago [1, 2].  However, up to now the tasks of selectivity, reliability,

longevity improvement are still of current importance [3]. In chemical industry,

detection of hydrogen content in gas phase is an important task. In such processes

like synthesis of ammonia and methanol, hydration of hydrocarbons,

desulphurization of petroleum products and production of rocket fuels there is a

need in on-line precise monitoring of hydrogen concentration for maintaining the

proper conditions of synthesis process. Another reason for hydrogen detection in

industry is that it can act as a pollutant. For example, in metallurgical processes,

during melting of aluminium, hydrogen can be formed as a result of interaction of

aliminium and water [4]. After that, hydrogen remains dissolved in the melt, what

leads to so-called hydrogen embrittlement. Therefore, its concentration must be

monitored during welding and galvanic plating.
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In nuclear industry, monitoring of hydrogen concentration is essential from the

point of view of nuclear reactor safety. Hydrogen can be formed in radioactive

waste tanks during plutonium reprocessing, through the radiolysis of water or via

the unwanted reaction of water with high temperature reactor core and cladding

materials uranium oxide, zirconium. The latter process is called zirconium-steam

reaction. This is an exothermic chemical reaction between zirconium and water

vapor which runs at high temperatures. During Three Mile Island accident, non-

condensing gases, primary hydrogen was formed in a result of zirconium-steam

reaction, accumulated inside the equipment, prevented natural circulation of the

coolant, what finally determined the severe consequences of the accident.

Zirconium-steam reaction with the formation of big amounts of hydrogen also took

place during Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster. Explosions of hydrogen lead to

releasing substantial amounts of radioactive materials. After this disaster, passive

catalytic hydrogen recombiners are obligatory included in the set of reactor

equipment. These devices provide reduction of hydrogen concentration during

accident accompanying by its liberation. Recombiners don’t need energy sources or

a command to turn on; after the achievement of a certain hydrogen concentration

(0.5 – 1.0%), the process of its absorption by recombiners is started automatically.

Another area of possible hydrogen sensors application is coal mining. The

sources  of  hydrogen  in  coal  mines  are  methane  or  coal-dust  explosions  as  well  as

spontaneous heating and low-temperature oxidation of coal [5]. These processes

can be detected by monitoring of hydrogen concentration changes in the mine

atmosphere.

Hydrogen is used as a marker compound for early fire detection [6, 7]. In one of

the early works, the possibility of fire detection by SnO2 semiconductor gas sensors

has been investigated in the laboratory and in a full-scale fire experiment using a

wooden house [8]. Four types of gas sensors and conventional fire detectors are

compared with each other. The H2 sensor was able to detect the fire a few minutes

earlier than conventional fire detectors.
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One more area, where hydrogen concentration measurement is needed, is

silicon technology, for which gases such as silanes and nitrogen must be produced

with very high purity. Hydrogen is also a contaminant in the production of gases for

the lighting industry, it must be quantified during the production of krypton, xenon

and neon.

Very important is detection of hydrogen leakages. Leaks may appear at gas

supply tubes of in the cooling systems of turbine generators. In process plants the

presence of hydrogen can indicate corrosion. Hydrogen sensors play an important

role in ensuring the security of aerospace operations. Liquid hydrogen is used in bulk

quantities as a fuel in space applications; hydrogen sensors are used for leak

detection during shuttle launches.

In biomedical applications hydrogen serves as an indicator for the number of

diseases [9]. Breath hydrogen is an important, clinically relevant parameter used as

an indicator of lactose intolerance [11-13], fructose malabsorption [14-18],

microbial activity [19], bacterial growth [20-22], fibromyalgia [23], diabetic

gastroparesis [24-26], and neonatal necrotizing enterocolitis [27-31].

Hydrogen is an energy carrier and can contribute to overcoming the problems of

dwindling fossil fuel reserves, energy supply security and global warming. Ongoing

research, development and as yet small-scale deployment of hydrogen technologies

seek to realize this potential. In this emerging hydrogen economy, the detection of

hydrogen leaks and the measurement of hydrogen concentration are necessary

during production, storage, transportation and use in both stationary and mobile

applications. Sensors will therefore be used for safety monitoring of hydrogen

production plants, pipelines, storage tanks, refuelling stations and automotive

vehicles [1].

Hydrogen concentration in ambient can be measured by such methods as

chromatography, spectrometry, specific ionization sensors. Despite a number of

advantages, these methods are not suitable for, e.g., detection of hydrogen leakages
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of real-time monitoring of its concentration due to the bulk dimensions of the

devices used.

Hydrogen sensors are transducer devices that detect hydrogen gas molecules

and produce an   electrical signal with a magnitude proportional to the hydrogen gas

concentration [32]. A lot of research is ongoing to continuously improve sensitivity,

selectivity, response time and reliability in addition to reducing sensor size, cost and

power consumption. These demands on hydrogen sensors can be summarized [11,

35–37] as follows:

Reliability (uncertainty <5–10% of signal); stability and low noise; robustness, low

sensitivity to  environmental parameters; fast  response and recovery time (<1 s);

low  cross sensitivity (e.g. hydrocarbons, CO, H2S); long life time (>5 years); low

power  consumption  (<100  mW);  low   cost  (<100  D  per  system);  small  size;  simple

operation and maintenance with long service interval; simple system integration

and interface.
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4.2. Results of hydrogen gas sensing experiments

As it was shown in paragraph 1.3.1.3, the use of double oxides is a valid strategy

for improvement of wide band gap oxides sensing characteristics.   Sensors based on

the materials described in paragraph 2.1.1 and 2.3.1 were characterized in a number

of gas sensing experiments.

Let us list again the notations of the materials used for sensors fabrication:

cp ST-91, cp ST-73 – materials, co-precipitated from colloid solution. Contain

accordingly 10 mol.% and 30 mol.% of titanium dioxide;

mm ST-91, cp ST-73 – materials, obtained by mechanical mixing of titania and tin

dioxide by grinding in a mortar. Contain accordingly 10 mol.% and 30 mol.% of

titanium dioxide.

Figure 4.1 summarizes sensor tests results obtained at different temperatures.

As it can be seen, both mechanical mixing and co-precipitation increase signals

towards  20  ppm  H2. The highest increase is observed for the co-precipitated

Figure 4.1. Signals towards 20 ppm H2 in air at five different operating
temperatures. Notation: 1 – cp ST-73, 2 – cp ST-91, 3 – mm ST-73, 4 – SnO2, 5
– mm ST-91
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materials and for the highest content of TiO2 at that. The same tendency is seen for

the mixed oxides: addition of 30% TiO2 enhances the signal more compared to the

10% TiO2. The classic volcano-shaped curve of blank SnO2 has remarkably changed

upon co-precipitation. The high-temperature side of the curve becomes broader and

intense. However, for mixed and co-precipitated materials the signal maximum is

still observed at 400 oC, which is close to the blank material. This suggests that after

doping the active surface species first of all are more numerous (signal is higher) and

slightly different in their nature (high-temperature broadening).

Figure 4.2 gives typical sensor responses to 20 ppm H2 in air at the temperature

of signal maximum – 400°C. The sheet resistance of the co-precipitated materials

gradually increases with the increase of TiO2 content. Same phenomenon is

observed for the mixed SnO2 and  TiO2. However, their resistance is ca. 10 times

lower compared to the co-precipitated materials, which is probably related to the

percolation effect: in the case of mechanical mixtures the carriers flow

predominantly trough conductive SnO2 grains, while in the co-precipitated oxides

the SnO2 grains are doped with TiO2 and the conductive grains of blank SnO2 are

scarce. The sensors manifest rather similar response times, suggesting similar

adsorption kinetics for the materials in question. The response time (t90)  for  all

Fig.4.2. Typical responses towards 20 ppm H2 in air
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sensors ranges from 12 to 14 s, while recovery time (t90) is between 200 and 360 s

for all sensors except cp ST-91 and TiO2. The recovery time for the latter materials

was found about 30 seconds. Blank SnO2, mm ST-91 and cp ST-91 show very similar

sensitivity with concentration exponents 0.58-0.59 (Fig. 4.3). The lowest value – 0.53

– was found in the case of mm ST-73, while the highest – 0.63 - for cp ST-73.

Higher signals and sensitivity of the co-precipitated materials compared to the

blank SnO2 do not seem to be associated with the different surface chemistry of

hydrogen interaction, since temperature of signal maximum for both materials is

close to the blank oxide (however, evidently, new active surface species have

appeared after doping, resulting in high signals at 450 and 500 oC,  see figure  4.1).

Comparing surface hydroxyls, we have shown  that the dominant type is similar for

all materials. The difference was found only in higher amount of hydroxyls on co-

precipitated materials compared to the blank SnO2 (see paragraph 3.1).

Since blank TiO2 manifested poor structural stability upon heating, this material

will not be compared with the other ones. However, it is important to mention that

its sensitivity towards H2 was found to be very low (ca. 1 for 20 ppm H2, see Figure

Fig. 4.3. Calibration curves for the materials in question
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7a), which suggests that SnO2 plays the dominant role in the sensing phenomenon

of the mixed materials.

Also sheet resistance of the co-precipitated materials is higher, meaning lower

concentration of charge carrier. Since sensor signal S was defined as (Rair-Rgas)/Rgas

and R=1/q μ n, where q is the carrier charge, μ is the carrier mobility and n is the

carrier concentration, we can write following expression, implying that charge and

mobility of carriers are constant in air and in target gas:

1 1gas air gas gas

air air air

n n e e
S

n n n
+

= - = - =

where nair and ngas are the carrier concentration in contact with air and target gas,

egas is the amount of generated carriers due to interaction between the target gas

and the semiconductor. As nair decreases (resistance increases) and other

parameters like surface area, surface chemical potential, target gas and its

concentration maintain unchanged, this will increase the sensor signal. The latter of

course is a hypothetical approximation, helping however estimate possible electrical

nature of the increased sensor signals in the case of co-precipitated materials.

Another reason for higher signals of the co-precipitated materials can also come

from surface area. These materials manifested better thermal stability compared to

the blank oxide. Therefore materials are expected to be less aggregated after

annealing on the substrate.

The case of mechanically mixed oxides is quite ambiguous. The TiO2 additive

increases modestly signal towards 1-50 ppm H2.  At  higher  H2 concentrations this

advantage disappears, leading to the same signal level as for blank SnO2. Their poor

thermal stability evidently results in lower surface area compared to the
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Figure 4.4. Sensor response to 20 ppm H2 at RH = 0 (curve 1), 30% (curve 2), 80% (curve 3)
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blank oxide. However, the signals are very close for both types of materials. It seems

that even there is evidence of interphase interaction between blank oxides and new

interphase forms upon thermal treatment (leading to remarkable crystallite growth

of SnO2), it has negligible effect on sensing properties of SnO2.

Figure 4.4 shows sensors responses to 20 ppm of hydrogen in air with different

humidity. The materials show two general types of signal changes due to water

vapor appearance: sensors with bulk SnO2 and SnO2-TiO2 mechanical mixtures

sensing layers manifest significant decrease in sensor signal in comparison with dry

synthetic air, while the signal change of co-precipitated materials is much lower.

This fact confirms one more time that the sensing mechanism of SnO2-TiO2

mechanical mixtures probably is determined mainly by tin dioxide, while the

addition of TiO2 to SnO2 by co-precipitation results in formation of the material with

rather different sensing properties.
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5. Hydrogen sulfide detection with single-nanowire device

5.1. Hydrogen sulfide properties; motivation for sensors development

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is a colorless gas heavier than air. It

is very poisonous, corrosive, flammable, and explosive. It is

widely used in chemical industry for synthesis, production of

sulfur, sulfuric acid. It is thermally instable, at temperature

above 400 oC decomposes to sulfur and hydrogen. Unlike

water molecules, hydrogen atoms of H2S don’t form strong

hydrogen bonds, therefore hydrogen sulfide is a gas.

Hydrogen sulfide mixtures with air are explosive in a range 4.3–46% of H2S.

Hydrogen sulfide is considered as a broad-spectrum poison with more

pronounced nerve action. The toxicity of H2S is comparable with that of hydrogen

cyanide or carbon monoxide. It forms a complex bond with iron in the mitochondrial

cytochrome enzymes, thus preventing cellular respiration.

Since hydrogen sulfide occurs naturally in the body, the environment and the

gut, enzymes exist in the body capable of detoxifying it by oxidation to sulfate.

Hence, low levels of hydrogen sulfide may be tolerated indefinitely.

At some threshold level, believed to average around 300–350 ppm, the oxidative

enzymes become overwhelmed. Many personal safety gas detectors, such as those

used by utility, sewage and petrochemical workers, are set to alarm at as low as 5 to

10 ppm and to go into high alarm at 15 ppm.

Exposure to lower concentrations can result in eye irritation, a sore throat and

cough, nausea, shortness of breath, and fluid in the lungs (pulmonary edema). Long-

term, low-level exposure may result in fatigue, loss of appetite, headaches,

irritability, poor memory, and dizziness. Short-term, high-level exposure can induce

immediate collapse.

Figure 5.1.
Hydrogen sulfide
marking according
to NFPA 704
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0.47 ppb is the odor threshold and 0.0047 ppm is hydrogen sulfide recognition

threshold [1]; 10 ppm is the OSHA permissible exposure limit (PEL) [2]; 10–20 ppm is

the borderline concentration for eye irritation; 20 ppm is the acceptable ceiling

concentration established by OSHA [2]; 50 ppm is the acceptable maximum peak

above the ceiling concentration for an 8 hour shift, with a maximum duration of 10

minutes [2]; at 100–150 ppm the olfactory nerve is paralyzed after a few inhalations,

and the sense of smell disappears, often together with awareness of danger [3,4];

concentrations over 1000 ppm cause immediate collapse.

5.2. Comparison of sensors based on sol-gel materials and nanowires

Semiconductor sensor action is based as a rule on heterogeneous catalysis of

chemical processes, therefore the surface to volume ratio of gas sensing materials is

an important characteristic determining sensitivity. Traditionally, quasi-0-

dimentional (i.e., spherical) nanoobjects were used in order to create highly

dispersive materials.  Their agglomeration at temperature close to the melting point

leads to the formation of a material with high surface to volume ratio. In such

methods as magnetron sputtering, laser ablation and pulverization, layer-by-layer

nanoparticles deposition is used with their subsequent adhesion to the substrate

and to the previously formed material. Sol-gel process supposes synthesis of

nanopowder which consists of spherical nanoparticles, preparation of the paste

from this powder and its deposition and annealing.

The development of sol-gel synthesis of highly dispersive semiconductor

materials is slightly retarded recently, because the researchers have now

approached to the scopes of this method and achieved the optimal dispersivity as

well [5]. In this connection, the interest to the development of the devices based on

nanowires, i.e., quasi-1-dimentional objects, have increased. Their surface to

volume ratio is as high as in the case of nanopowders, obtained on the basis of

spherical nanoparticles.
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Nanowires were synthesized at 1960s, but their wide application started only in

the beginning of 21st century, when the technology advancement required the

creation of a wide range of nanomaterials, and new methods of these materials

treatment appeared. The basic method of nanowire synthesis was developed in

details in classical work of R. Wagner and W. Ellis [6]. Recently, with the use of this

method SnO2, In2O3, WO3, ZnO and other oxides nanowires been obtained [6-10].

Liquid phase synthesis methods are also widely implemented [11-14].

The use of metal oxide nanowires as sensing elements of gas sensors continues

in two directions. First direction supposes the use of a large quantity of nanowires.

For example, nanowires can be growed on the surface of metal electrodes deposited

on a dielectric substrate, wherein random electrical contact between wires located

on different electrodes takes place. The contact of each pair of nanowires is not

stable, but considering their large number, completely stable electrical contact is

formed. Sensors based on such systems show high sensitivity [15-25]. Hierarchical

structures with SnO2 nanowires covered with additional nanoscale objects can be

used for the improvement of electrical contact [16,22,23].

Second direction of nanowire sensors development is manufacturing of

electrical contacts for individual nanowires [26-35]. These contacts can be made by

the means of photolithography, but more often focused ion beam (FIB) is used for

this purpose. This approach has a number of advantages. First, a reliable electrical

contact between nanowires and electrodes is secured. Second, the possibility for

manufacturing of devices with ultralow energy consumption opens up.

In the case of the use of an individual nanowire, two pairs of electrodes are

deposited onto the nanowire. Outer pair is used for the applying of heating electric

potential, and inner pair is used for the measurement of electrical resistance.

In spite of large number of works dedicated to the use of nanowires as

conductometric gas sensors, they were not compared in details with classical

semiconductor sensors manufactured by the means of sol-gel method. The present
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work aimed to compare the characteristics of sensing devices based on SnO2,

prepared by different methods, at hydrogen sulfide detection.
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5.3. Results and discussion

The performance of sensors based on blank SnO2 and SnO2 doped with various

compounds was studied. The compositions of sensing layers were as follows:  SnO2 +

3%CuO, SnO2 + 3%Cu, SnO2 +  2%CuO  +  2%Au,  SnO2 + 3%Pt, SnO2 + 3%Pd, SnO2 +

2%Pt + 2%Pd (all proportions given in weight %).

Sensors signals towards various concentrations of hydrogen sulfide at

temperature 200 oC (figure 5.2) and sensors response towards 10 ppm of H2S at

various temperatures (figure 5.3) were measured.

Figure 5.2. Sensors signals towards various H2S concentrations.
Temperature = 200 oC
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The obtained results show significant increase of sensor response due to doping

with copper and copper oxide. On the surface of this sensing layer takes place

reversible phase transition with copper sulfide formation:

OHCuSSHCuO
CT 22 20 +¾¾®¬+                                                                               (1)

Elecrtophisical characteristics of copper sulfide are essentially different from the

characteristics of copper oxide, what leads to significant increase of response.

Temperature dependence demonstrates consistent decrease of sensing signal

with temperature increase, what is related with decrease of hydrogen sulfide

sorption.

Figure 5.3. Sensor signal at various temperatures. H2S concentration = 10 ppm.
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Optimization of the sensing material dispersivity and choose of a suitable doping

compound allowed to detect hydrogen sulfide at concentration as low as 1 ppm.

Hydrogen sulfide various concentrations were measured with a sensing device

based on a single nanowire (figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4. Typical signal of a single nanowire sensing device
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Performance of both the single nanowire devices and sensors produced by sol-

gel method were investigated at the same temperature (200oC).

Saturation determining hydrogen sulfide by the sensor based on individual

nanowire is observed (figure 5.5). On the other hand, sensors fabricated by sol-gel

method of undopped tin dioxide showed lower responses in comparison with the

single nanowire device.  It is found that sensors doped with copper oxide

demonstrate higher sensitivity. Therefore, it can be concluded that a controlled

doping of the nanowires with copper oxide is a valid strategy to enhance their H2S

sensing characteristics.

Fig. 5.5.  SnO2 nanowire (1), blank sol-gel SnO2 (2), sol-gel SnO2 with 3 %
CuO (3)
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6. Ammonia detection using MOx sensor – MOx converter
system

6.1. Ammonia properties and applications

Ammonia (hydrogen nitride) is a colorless gas with a characteristic pungent

smell. It is approximately twice lighter than air.

Ammonia molecule has a form of trigonal pyramid with a nitrogen atom at the

vertex. Three uncoupled p-electrons of nitrogen atom participate in the formation

of polar bonds with 1s-electrons of hydrogen atom; fourth pair of outer electrons is

unshared. It can form a dative bond with 1s-electrons of hydrogen ion, forming

ammonium ion NH4
+. Thanks to the orientation of two electrons cloud, ammonia

molecule has a high polarity, what leads to a good solubility in water.

Ammonia, either directly or indirectly, is a building block for the synthesis of

many pharmaceuticals and is used in many commercial cleaning products. Although

in wide use, ammonia is both caustic and hazardous. The global industrial

production of ammonia for 2012 was anticipated to be 198 million tones [1], a 35%

increase over the estimated 2006 global output of 146.5 million tones [2].

Anhydrous ammonia is classified as toxic and dangerous for the environment.

The gas is flammable (autoignition temperature is 651 °C) and can form explosive

mixtures with air (16–25%). OSHA 15-minute exposure limit for gaseous ammonia is

35 ppm, and an 8-hour exposure limit is 25 ppm; at the same time normally the odor

is detectable at concentrations of about 50 ppm.

The detection of ammonia in atmosphere is an important task of ecological

monitoring.
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6.2. Detection of ammonia with different types of gas sensors

Ammonia is being detected by a number of different types of sensors.

Сolorimetric sensor [3] was used for qualitative discrimination of different amines

and qualitative determination of trimethylamine down to 125 ppb at nitrogen.

Surface acoustic wave sensors [4] showed positive differential frequency shift (∆f)

for humidified ammonia gas and negative ∆f for the rest of tested gases, including

dry NH3 and water vapors.  Solid electrolyte type sensor based on trivalent

aluminium ion solids [5] showed good water durability and thermal stability, as well

as reproducible sensor response to NH3. Fluorescent polymeric microparticle

sensors [6] was reported, the detection limit achieved for ammonia vapor was 0.73

ppm, the response being linearly dependent on concentration over the range of

1.0–250  ppm  of  gaseous  ammonia  (evaporation  of  liquor  ammonia  was  used,  gas

concentrations were calculated). NiCl2 nanocrystals diffractive optic sensor for

remout-point detection of ammonia (down to 2 ppm) was presented [7];

evaporation of liquor ammonia was used as well. Piezoelectric resonance sensors

coated with humic acids [8] were reported, the detection limit was ~10 mg/m3. An

optoelectronic gas sensor based on interferometric nanostructures was presented

[9]; the sensor worked reliably at 70oC; the effect of RH change from 4.5% to 65% to

sensor response was found to be rather small at NH3 concentration range from 8 to

125 ppm.

A zeolite based sensor was developed for selective ammonia detection in

exhaust gas for automotive applications [10]. In ammonia concentration range

between 0 and 1000 ppm the sensor showed no cross-sensitivity to carbon

monoxide. A sensor using mixed potential principle is commercially available from

Delphy [11]. It helps diesel manufacturers meet more stringent NOx emissions

regulations.
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Flexible, all-organic ammonia sensors based on dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid-

doped polyaniline films were applied for ammonia detection in humid atmosphere

at close to room temperature [12]. The sensitivity linearly related to concentration

in the range between 5 ppm and 70 ppm. The response time was about 10 minutes.

Relative humidity, and to a lesser extent temperature, strictly affected the sensors'

response. The authors presume that integration of PANI:DBSA sensors with

capacitive humidity sensors and a heater on the same substrate can help to consider

the influence of humidity on the sensor’s signal and minimize recovery time of the

sensor.

Wafer-scale fabrication of single polypyrrole nanoribbon-based ammonia

sensor was reported [13]. Fast response and recovery was observed to ammonia

concentrations from 0,5 to 5 ppm at dry air and at room temperature. However, at

higher concentrations there was no return of the sensor signal to the baseline. The

sensing performance of the PPy nanoribbon based ammonia gas sensor is strongly

influenced by the Debye length or charge interaction zone, which is affected by

charges, temperature, dielectric constant, and carrier concentration of materials.

Despite great advances in the creation of low power consuming, highly

sensitive and inexpensive semiconductor sensors, most of these sensors show some

common shortcomings, among which the lack of selectivity, as well as sensor drift,

could be considered as the most pronounced.

Modern requirements to sensors developers include the close-future creation

of portable, simple, cheap, low power consuming (with the purpose to become self-

standing and wireless) automatic devices that are able to be once mounted  and

work for a long time without operator participation [14-16].

Figaro Engineering provides two sensors for ammonia detection: TGS 826 with

833 mW power consumption and typical detection range 30-300 ppm for leak

detection from refrigerators, and TGS2444 with 56 mW power consumption, typical

detection range 10-100 ppm for ventilation control in agricultural and poultry

industries. TGS 2444 sensor requires application of a 250 msec heating cycle which is
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used  in  connection  with  a  circuit  voltage  cycle  of  250  msec  (Figure  6.1).  Each  VH

cycle is comprised by 4.8V being applied to the heater for the first 14 ms, followed

by  0V  pulse  for  the  remaining  236  ms.  The  Vc cycle (applied across the sensing

element) consists of 0V applied for 2 msec, followed by 5.0V for 5ms and 0V for

243msec. For achieving optimal sensing characteristics, the sensor's signal should be

measured after the midpoint of the 5ms Vc pulse of 5.0V. Application of a Vc pulse

condition is required to prevent possible migration of heater materials into the

sensing element material. A 5ms Vc pulse results in significantly less driving force for

migration than a constant Vc condition, rendering the possibility of migration

negligibly small. No data describing the effects of ambient humidity changes is

presented for TGS 2444 product information.

Figure 6.1. Heating cycles of TGS2444 sensor (taken from figaro.co.jp). Heating voltage (top)

and voltage applied to sensing element (bottom)

A highly selective room temperature ammonia sensor using spray deposited

zinc oxide thin film was reported [17]. In the gas sensing setup, conical flask was

interconnected with gas sensing chamber. A calculated volume of liquor ammonia

was injected into the conical flask with the help of chromatographic syringe.

Ammonia vapour went to the testing chamber by means of free convection until the

achievement of steady state. Highest room temperature response of 233 was

achieved at 25 ppm of NH3 with  a  response  and  recovery  times  of  20  and  25  s

respectively.

Ammonia sensor sensitivity enhancement using graphene/polyaniline

nanocomposite was reported [18]. The experimental result reveals that the
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graphene/PANI sensor exhibits much higher sensitivity (ca. 5 times) than that of

PANI. The detection limit of the nanocomposite sensor was 1 ppm of ammonia in

dry air.

Tin oxide/graphene (GN) composite fabricated via a hydrothermal method for

gas sensors working at room temperature was described [19]. The sensors exhibited

gas sensing properties to NH3 at room temperature: response magnitude was 15.9%

for 50 ppm NH3, response and recovery time was < 1 min; sensor demonstrated

good reversibility and repeatability. The ambient gas used in the experiments was

nitrogen.

Metal oxide-based nanosensor that is highly specific to ammonia gas in breath-

simulating environments at low part-per-billion concentrations was presented [20].

The effect of humidity was evaluated. A commercially available CO2 filter was used.

Ammonia was detected at concentrations down to 50 ppb in air. When the sensor

was exposed to various concentrations of NH3 and CO2 (using the filter to scavenge

CO2),  the  presence  of  CO2 did not affect NH3 sensing, for concentrations ranging

between 0.5 and 10 ppm. Preliminary data also showed that up to 25% humidity in

the gas stream does not have any effect on the performance of the sensor.

An ammonia monitor with excellent sensing characteristics, based on

photoacoustic (PA) spectroscopy, was presented [21]. This trace-ammonia analyzer

has been developed for measuring ambient ammonia concentration in the lower

ppb concentration range. An optimized measurement method (dual wavelength)

efficiently suppresses cross-sensitivity to other atmospheric components, most

importantly to water vapor, while improving the sensitivity of the system. The

developed PA system was tested with reference to a continuous-flow denuder

system (AMANDA) under both laboratory and simulated field conditions, and it

featured highly reliable, fully automatic operation with a detection limit of about 50

ppb of ammonia. However, the usual prices of photoacustic devices normally don’t

allow to put them in the same line with inexpensive sensors like, for example, MOx

chemiresistors.
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6.3. Engineering approaches for the improvement of conductometric
gas sensor selectivity and stability

The main disadvantage of metal oxide sensors is their low selectivity; therefore

it is difficult to distinguish ammonia from other reducing gases (carbon monoxide,

hydrogen, hydrogen sulphide). Another disadvantage of MOX sensors is signal drift,

which may be caused by both sorption (-desorption) process and the changes of

MOX semiconductor surface structure during the measurement. A possible way to

solve the problem of signal drift is to expose alternatively the sensor to the gas

mixture to be measured and to the reference gas, but this procedure requires

relatively complex equipment, which cannot be used in portable and unmanned

devices.

 Another problem of ammonia sensing with semiconductor sensors is that the

response to ammonia ordinarily is lower than responses to other reducing gases,

what makes the problem of selectivity even more pronounced.

Selectivity can be defined as the ability of a sensor to respond to a certain gas

in the presence of other gases [22].

Between the methods of semiconductor sensor selectivity increase are: 1)

control of the temperature of the sensing layer; 2) change of the layer thickness,

morphology, sensor architecture and the use of gas separating coatings; 3) the use

of additional passive and catalytically active filters; 4) separation of analytes, i.e., gas

chromatography; 5) bias voltage and gas concentration modulation; 6) monitoring

sensing layer temperature in order to find out endothermic and exothermic

reactions; 7) use of sensor array (e-nose); 8) temperature cycling (dynamic) mode of

operation [22].

The first approach (control of the sensor operating temperature) suppose that

gases possessing specific combination of adsorption/desorption parameters and

reaction rates might have different temperature profiles of sensor response and

therefore these gases could be selectively recognized [23]. This approach cannot
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completely resolve the problem of low selectivity of metal oxide-based

conducrometric gas sensors, because temperature profiles of sensor signal are too

broad and there are too many gases, which have similar S = f(Toper) dependences.

The use of gas separating coatings, passive filters and the control of the sensing

layer thickness is useful in the case of determination of gases with different

properties, e.g., with notably different molecule size. This approach showed high

potential for the selective detection of hydrogen (small molecules) in the presence

of CO (bigger molecules) [24-26]. The same principle underlies the use of passive

filters [27-29]. The filter can selectively remove interferences or transform them into

an inactive phase. In particular, various devices developed for CO detection

successfully utilize charcoal as a filter to avoid the interfering effect of hydrocarbons

and alcohols [30-32]. In the last case, an additional pump, delivering analyzing

ambient to the gas sensor through the filter, must be used.

Another approach in this line is the use of catalytically active filters, like, for

example,  Pt  [33]  or  Pt-SnO2 [34]  thick  films over  Pt-SnO2 sensing layer. The use of

such active films in direct contact with the gas-sensing semiconductor makes the

effect rather complex in terms of both electroconductivity (shunting of the sensing

layer by the catalytic layer) and chemistry (the influence of reaction products on the

sensor signal). In order to separate the gas-sensing oxide layer and the metal filter,

an intermediate porous insulating layer may be applied [35, 36]. Such solution

makes the construction of the sensor rather more complex.

It’s possible to improve the MOX sensor selectivity via monitoring the sensor

operating temperature. When the target gas interacts with the MOX, the surface

reactions, endothermic or exothermic, yield a measurable change in the surface

temperature, ∆T [37]. The potential of using changes in the sensor temperature,

resistance, capacitance, and inductance of the same gas-sensing material to improve

the gas selectivity of the MOXs was explored [38]. The main limitation of this

method is that real gas mixtures are not binary and may contain significant

concentrations of interference gas species. So, sensor response will not be unique
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for each concentration of target gas, but will depend on the current composition of

the gas ambient.

The collection of sensors into arrays is one of the most powerful approaches to

yield an analyte-selective signal [22]. An electronic nose can be performed as simple,

portable, inexpensive device. The disadvantages of this approach are the inability to

provide absolute calibration and inability to obtain quantitative data for aroma

differences [39]. Additionally, in comparison with single sensor devices, sensor array

consumes  more  power.  A  common  problem  of  both  electronic  nose  and  single

sensor  devices  is  sensor  drift  (and,  in  addition,  a  system  drift  of  a  sensor  array).

Standardization of metal oxide sensor array using artificial neural networks was

reported and a model for e-nose signal shift standardization was proposed [40].

A perspective technique for a sensor system performance improvement is

coupling a sensor or a sensor array with a (micromachined) chromatographic

column. Chromatographic technique allows to separate components of a gas

mixture by their retention time and thus to obtain a selective gas sensing system

consisting of a (non-selective) detector and a chromatographic column. The

performance of such devices can be increased by the use of a micromachined

chromatorgraphic column due to decreased size and power consumption, and the

reduced time for analysis [41]. Micromachined GC columns have a high potential as

an analytical platform for the selective detection of pollutants [42]. However, such

analytical systems usually do not intend for in-situ and uninterrupted

measurements.

In order to improve sensor selectivity and stability, the electrode

functionalities: electrical conductivity, selective catalytic activity, and

electrochemical activity, can be separated [43]. The sensor used in the mentioned

work was based on described in literature mixed potential effect [44-46]. Electrodes

were located on the top of solid electrolyte (yttria stabilized zirconia). Sensing

electrode was covered with catalyst, provided ammonia selectivity. Low cross-

sensitivity to interfering gases demonstrated with the sensor device shows that it is
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possible to optimize independently the electrode and the catalyst layers in order to

achieve better selectivity and stability.

An approach for sensor selectivity increase used in the present work is the

application of a microreactor which selectively converts a target gas into the form

more suitable for the detection with a gas sensor. The difference between μ-GC and

preconcentrators, from one hand, and reactors/converters, from the other, is that

preconcentrators and chromatographic columns doesn’t affect the nature of the

analyzed compound, while in converters chemical reactions (like derivatization) take

place with a product that is more convenient for the detector that an initial analyte

compound.

In one of early works on microreactors application for gas detection [47], the

gas-sensing devices were embedded into micro-fluidic systems containing micro-

valves and micro-pumps in addition to the gas-sensing devices. In the next work of

the authors [48], an in-depth analysis of the gas-sensing properties of thin-film

metal–oxide sensors embedded within tiny silicon micro-chambers was presented.

thin-film metal–oxide gas sensors on micro-machined heater substrates were

embedded into tiny silicon micro-chambers to form micro-reactor devices. Micro-

reactor device was used to analyze samples of polluted air for their O3 and NO2

contents. In no-flow mode, clean-air no-flow reference value was not reached after

sufficiently long enclosure times. This effect was attributed to the fact that, upon

interaction with heated tin oxide surfaces, NO2 cannot be converted into more or

less undetectable follow-on products. According to the thermal desorption

experiments of the Yamazoe group [59], adsorbed NO2 is always re-desorbed in the

form of NO molecules. These latter molecules, in turn, interact with the relatively

cool air inside the micro-chamber forming NO2, which again can become detected at

the heated sensor surface. This different kind of surface interaction, therefore, was

used to distinguish NO2 from O3.
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In later works of the authors [49] it was shown the possibility of the fabrication

of a simple micromachined reactor gas monitoring system for selective sensing of air

pollutants, namely NO2,  NO,  CO,  CH4 and  O3, using the approach described above

and different types (thick- and thin-film) of MOx sensors.

6.4. Conversion of ammonia to NOx

In our work it was used a reactor for conversion of NH3 to NO2. This process is

known and is used in a number of applications, including converters coupled with

chemiluminescent sensors in a number of commercially available devices.

The conversion of gaseous ammonia to nitrogen oxide is also used, for example,

in production of nitric acid. In this process ammonia is converted to nitric acid in two

steps. It is oxidized by heating ammonia with oxygen in the presence of

a catalyst such as platinum with 10% rhodium to form nitric oxide and water [50].

4 NH3 (g) + 5 O2 (g) → 4 NO (g) + 6 H2O (g) (ΔH = −905.2 kJ)

Second stage is carried out in the presence of water in an absorption apparatus.

Nitric oxide is oxidized again to yield nitrogen dioxide (which later is converted to

nitric acid):

2 NO (g) + O2 (g) → 2 NO2 (g) (ΔH = −114 kJ/mol)

In the commercial process, the catalyst used is platinum-rhodium metal gauze

that is heated to about 1173 K [51] or platinum wires heated to 1000-1200 K [52].

It was shown that lanthanide oxide systems are as active at catalytic oxidation

as platinum-rhodium catalysts [52].

 RuO2 has proved to be an alternative catalyst that can replace platinum in NH3

oxidation in Ostwald process at lower temperature [53, 54].  It was attempted to

coat the porous TiO2 nanofibers with sol-gel-derived RuO2 [55]. Selective catalytic

oxidation of ammonia to nitrogen over mesoporous CuO/RuO2 synthesized  by  co-

nanocasting-replication method was reported [56].
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Converters of NH3 to NO2 are often used in commercial gas analyzers with

chemiluminescence detectors. Among nitrogen containing compounds

chemiluminescence sensors can detect directly only nitrogen monoxide. For NO

detection, this compound interacts with ozone in a special chamber. During this

reaction occurs luminescence which is detected by the sensor. In order to detect

other nitrogen containing compounds, it is necessary to transform them to NO: to

reduce NO2, HNO3 and other compounds with nitrogen in higher oxidation numbers,

and to oxidize ammonia. For this purpose there are used converters, where different

compounds are transformed to NO at different conversion conditions.

For example, in the converter used in commercially available from Thermo

Scientific TEI 17C Ammonia Analyzer, the catalytic oxidation takes place in a steel

chamber at 825°C. From the information on both the conversion conditions and

sensor signal (which is proportional to NO concentration) it is possible to estimate

the amount of every nitrogen-containing compound in the ambient. The same

principle of detection is used in the devices made by The HORIBA Group. Minimal

detectable sensitivity of HORIBA monitors is 10 ppb, and lower detectable limit 1

ppb. The whole device is a bulk instrument which consumes 400-500 W power and

weighs 35-45 kilograms.

Work has been undertaken to improve the converter performance. The

comparison of nanosized catalysts for ammonia oxidation was studied [57]. The

nanosized LaCoO3 was chosen as the catalyst for preparing the converter coupled

with chemiluminescence detector. The detection limit of the obtained device was

0.014  ppm.  The  method  offers  advantages  of  long  lifetime  of  the  converter,  fast

response and high selectivity to NH3.
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6.3. Results and discussion

6.3.1. Ammonia detection with conventional SnO2 sensors

Figure 6.2 shows SnO2 sensors response temperature dependence at ammonia

concentration 110 ppm. Curves have two extremes and look similar to sorption

isotherms. Some response increase below 175 oC can be explained by the influence

of phisisorption. Ammonia, being a polar compound, can change carrier

concentration in absorbent semiconductor during phisisorption. Response increase

at temperature above 200 oC can be explained by chemisorption. In this case, a

chemical interaction with participation of ionized surface oxygen takes place:

eOHNONH 3332 223 ++®+ -

Response maximum is observed at 300 оС and can be related with the maximum

of chemisorption.

Addition of catalytic platinum and palladium dopants leads to increase of the

response in several times. Addition of silver leads to insignificant increase of the

signal.

Sensor response on ammonia concentration is obtained at 300 oC. It appears as

power dependence (Figure 6.3).

The results obtained show that doping of tin dioxide with palladium increases

sensor response. For example, SnO2 sensor signal to 3.5 ppm of ammonia was 0.41,

while SnO2-Pd sensor demonstrated signal 2,75 at the same concentration of

ammonia.

Temperature dependences of blank and metal doped sensors at 110 ppm of

ammonia in air were obtained. The dependences demonstrated signal maximum for

noble metal doped sensors at 300 oC.
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Figure 6.2. Temperature dependence of sensors’ response to 110 ppm of
ammonia

Figure 6.3. Signals of SnO2 and SnO2-Pd sensors to ammonia
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6.3.2. Ammonia detection with SnO2 sensor and converter

We tried to perform selective ammonia detection using microreactor including

gas chamber and converter. Gas chamber with internal volume 0,67 cm3 consists of

TO-8 package and removable cover. The chamber is connected to atmosphere by a 2

mm aperture.

Converter of ammonia to nitrogen oxide consisted of alumina micro-substrate

substrate with deposited platinum heater and catalyst layer (see paragraph 2.3.2.3).

The catalyst consisted of tin dioxide doped with 3wt.% of palladium and 1wt.% of

platinum. The heating of the converter from room temperature to working

temperature (350оС)  took  less  than  1  second.  The  catalytic  oxidation  of  ammonia

took place during the heating. A sensor with high sensitivity to nitrogen dioxide,

based on tin oxide doped with 2wt.% of gold 2wt.% of nickel oxide was used. The

sensor was operated at constant temperature.

Heating periods of the catalytic converter are shown in Figure 6.4 with arrows.

Fig. 6.4. Electrical resistivity of the sensor as a function of time in pure air (curve 1), in 4.5 ppm of
ammonia in air (2), and in 9 ppm of ammonia (3)
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The appearance of nitrogen dioxide in the gas chamber, as well as a decrease in

ammonia concentration, resulted in an increase in sensor resistance (lines 2 and 3 in

figure 6.4). After the heating is turned off, the generation of nitrogen dioxide is

stopped, this leads to an increase in ammonia concentration in the chamber and to

a decrease in sensor resistance. Line 1 corresponds to the sensor resistance in air,

line 2 and 3 show the sensor resistance at ammonia/air mixtures with

concentrations 4.5 and 9 ppm, respectively. The temperature of converter changed

from 25 to 350 оС, the working temperature of sensor was constant and equal to

250 оС.

Usually, the analytical signal of the sensor is the normalized difference between

the sensor resistivity in investigated atmosphere and in standard one. The use of

microreactor gives an opportunity of a considerable increase in the stability of

measurements, because it is possible to apply as a analytical signal G the normalized

difference between the sensor signals, when the converter is working (Rx) and when

it is turned off (R0):

0

0

R
RRG x -=

Corresponding values of R0 and Rx of electrical resistivity are marked by circles and
squares in Figure 6.4.
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The analytical signal as a function of ammonia concentration is shown in Figure

6.5. The use of microreactor allows the determination of low ammonia

concentrations in air. High stability of sensor response is related with the

elimination of the influence of sensor drift, because the sensor signal is a difference

between two values of resistance measured with switched on and switched off

converter, respectively.

Fig. 6.5. Calibration curve of the device included sensor and
microreactor
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7. Carbonyl compounds detection. Thermomodulation.

Principle components

7.1. Introduction

7.1.1. Carbonyl compounds and their applications

Aldehydes and ketones are widely used in chemical industry. For example,

acetone is used as a solvent in production of paints, medical products, as a

precursor in the synthesis of methyl methacrylate, acetic anhydride, ketene and

many other substances.

Formaldehyde world annual production exceeds 20 million tons. It is used for

production of resin-bonded materials, plastics and artificial fibers.

Acetaldehyde world annual production is about 1 million tons. It is used in

production of acetic acid, butadiene and polymers.

Chemistry of carbonyl compounds is very various. Nucleophilic attack by carbon

atom of carbonyl group may lead to additive reactions (e.g., semiacetals formation)

as well as to displacement reaction (e.g., oximes and hydrazones formation).

Deprotonation of hydrogen atom neighboring carbonyl leads to the formation of

rather stable carbanion, therefore aldehydes and ketones are quite strong C-H acids.

Additive reactions may also proceed under the influence of electron-seeking

reagents on carbonyl oxygen. Moreover, aldehydes possess high reductive activity.

Many carbonyl compounds, e.g., formaldehyde, and (probably) acetaldehyde are

carcinogens [1].

Another danger related with the use of carbonyl compounds is their

flammability risk and the explosive risk of their vapors.
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7.1.2. “Ketone bodies” in human metabolism

Acetone, diacetic acid and β-hydroxybutyric acid in physiology and in medicine

are called “ketone bodies”. The formation of these compounds (i.e., ketogenesis) is

an important physiological process which is a part of energy metabolism.

Excessive increase of “ketone bodies” concentration is called ketosis. The most

common reason of ketosis is a complication of I type diabetes mellitus. Ketosis

might greatly worsen patient’s condition, especially in the case of ingress of

significant content of diacetic acid and β-hydroxybutyric acid in blood. It causes

decrease of blood pH lower than 7.35 (ketoacidosis) and quite often leads to lethal

outcome.

Thus, patients suffering from diabetes mellitus often have to control not only

glucose concentration in blood, but also “ketone bodies” concentration [2-4].

Currently, ketoacidosis diagnostics is based on chemical interaction of patient urine

with test papers impregnated with sodium nitroprusside with following

semiquantitative determination of ketones by colorimetric method. This diagnostic

technique is neither precise nor comfortable for the patient, and in many cases this

method cannot be applied, because ketosis and especially ketoacidosis may cause

anuria.

At present, the analysis of exhaled air is applied for medical diagnostics more

and more frequently.  However, determination of “ketone bodies” with the help of

such traditional means of gas analysis as mass-spectroscopy and chromatography

[5] has significant disadvantages: high cost of both equipment and every individual

analysis; necessity of qualified staff; high costs of time, as well as inapplicability for

out-of-lab conditions. Chemical sensors based devices have obvious advantages by

these parameters. They can be used out of lab, have low cost, small dimensions,

work in automatic regime, and don’t need high-qualified personnel.

At present, number of patients suffering from diabetes mellitus in the world

amounts to about 250 millions, and this number doubles every 12-15 years. Thus,
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the development of non-invasive diagnostics method of different forms of diabetes

is an important practical task.

Semiconductor metal oxide sensors were successfully used for the ketosis

diagnostics [5], as well as electrochemical sensors [6, 7] and ion mobility detector

[8].
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7.1.3. Determination of aldehydes and ketones in air with semiconductor

sensors

The sensors produced by sol-gel method are being fabricated in millions a year

(by Figaro Engineering Inc., for example). Response patterns of a temperature-

modulated Figaro gas sensor were transformed to multi-exponential functions

which facilitated the extraction of their discriminative features for gas diagnosis

[12].

In order to increase sensitivity and selectivity of the sensors, different dopants

are added to metal oxide sensing materials. For example, carbon nanotubes being

added to tin dioxide. The use of OH-modified multiwall carbon nanotubes with

diameter 20-30 nm and length ~50 microns allowed to obtain SnO2 -based gas

sensing material, which was able to determine formaldehyde at low temperature

(70 оС) with detection limit 1 ppm [13]. The addition of antimony to SnO2 /

nanotubes mixture increases the response to acetone in 1.5 – 2 times [14].

It is necessary to decrease power consumption in order to create portable MOX

sensors based devices. Silicon technology based microsubstrates are being

developed for this purpose. Tin dioxide based material with additives of NiO was

used as a gas sensing element of microsubstrates. The response 0.5 relative unit was

obtained at 1 ppm formaldehyde concentration and temperature 250-300 оС [15].

Along with tin dioxide itself, nanocomposite materials like SnO2-MeOx are often

used. It was shown that doping tin dioxide with Cd2+ ions significantly increases the

selectivity during formaldehyde determination. At the concentration of 200 ppm

and at the sensor temperature of 600 оС the response amounted to 35 relative units

[16, 17].  The addition of silver cations to SnO2-TiO2 obtained by sol-gel method led

to increase of selectivity to several carbonyl compounds. At formaldehyde and

acetone concentrations of 200 ppm and temperature 350 оС responses were 40-60

relative units [18].
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Another metal oxide deposition method being used along with sol-gel

technology is CVD deposition. SnO2 thin layer may be obtained by magnetron

sputtering with subsequent oxidation [5]. In this work, the dopants were deposited

by magnetron sputtering over the formed tin dioxide layer. The response of these

sensors to acetone at 300 оС was 1-2 relative units depending on the dopant nature.

Tin dioxide layers formed by magnetron sputtering are widely studied [19, 20].

Along with traditional materials representing conglomerated metal oxide

granules, the materials on the basis of nanostructures are being applied.

SnO2 nanotubes were simply obtained by ultrasonic impregnation of cotton wool

with SnCl2 solution and subsequent annealing. At temperature 350 оС sensor

response to 50 ppm of fomaldehyde amounted to 7.5, and the response to 50 ppm

of acetone was 15 [21].

It is possible to use carbon nanotubes as a matrix for the synthesis of SnO2

nanotubes. In this case, the characteristic size of the obtained crystallites may

amount just to 5-7 nm [22]. At the working temperature 200 оС, the response to 100

ppm of acetone was 126 relative units [22].

Complex hierarchical structures were obtained by hydrothermal method and

showed high sensing activity towards acetone and benzaldehyde [23].

The analysis of carbonyl compounds in gas phase is carried out not only in

stationary but also at non-stationary temperature mode. The use of non-stationary

conditions increase selectivity and sensitivity of semiconductor sensors. SnO2 based

sensors were used for acetone determination in exhalation of patients with diabetes

[8]. The sensors were operated in thermomodulation mode with the period of 22

seconds and temperature change from 60 to 480 оС. In another work [12]

temperature changed stepwise from 50 to 350 оС. This mode allowed determining

acetone selectively at concentrations above 100 ppm.

In order to increase selectivity of analysis, multisensor systems (“electronic

nose”) are often used. For the determination of acetone in exhalation of diabetics

patients there were used sensors based on SnO2, TiO2 and WO3 [8]. For the medical
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diagnostics it was developed an “e-nose” with a preconcentrator, containing sensors

based on SnO2 with additives of gold, palladium, platinum and ruthenium. Selective

determination of acetone and acetaldehyde was carried out with the help of this

device [24].

The surface of semiconductor sensing layers was activated by light-emitting

diodes [25]. The impact of red, yellow, green and blue radiation on SnO2 sensors

response was investigated during acetone determination with concentration 1-10

ppm. It is shown that photoinitiation increases the response in 2-100 times.
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7.2. Detection of aldehydes and ketones with SnO2 sensors

7.2.1. Chemisrty of carbonyl compounds interaction with SnO2 sensing

material

There is a wide variety of chemical transformations of carbonyl compounds

adsorbed on the surface of tin dioxide. Proceeding from general concepts of

aldehydes chemistry, the most probable one is their oxidation by oxygen anions

with the formation of carboxylic acids:

eCOOHROCHOR +-®+- - .                                                           (7.1)

Formaldehyde is capable of thermal decomposition [32, 33]:

COHHCHO +® 2                                                                                  (7.2)

Carboxylic acids (7.1) should be generated during oxidation of ketones as well,

which usually proceeds in more stern conditions and is accompanied by break of the

carbon chain. Thus, during the determination of acetone vapors with SnO2 based

sensors it would be expected the appearance of formic and acetic acids in the

atmosphere. However, many other substances are also formed in the gas chamber:

formaldehyde, ethylene, propylene, acetaldehyde, acrolein, and other components

with higher retention time [30] (the analyses of gas mixtures from the gas chamber

were made by the means of gas chromatography).

Formaldehyde formation seemingly happens as follows:

Acetaldehyde formation might take place according to the same scheme:

22233 СНСНОСНСНСОСН =+¾®¾--

22333 22 СНСНСНОСНСНСОСН =+¾®¾--
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The formation of heavy organic compounds or acroleine begins from the

transformation of adsorbed aceton to enol form and following dissociation:

CH3 CH2

OH

CH3 CH3

O O ads

CH3 CH2

O
OH

rooted
+

Acroleine formation is evidence of the regrouping inside of enol molecule [35]:

CH3 CH2

O

CH3 CH2

O

C
H2

CH2

OH O ads
OH

rooted
C
H

CH2

O
+

Interaction between acetone molecules may lead to aldol and croton

condensation with the formation of 3-pentene-2-on:

Hydroxyl group on the surface of tin dioxide may serve as a catalyst of acetone

transformation to acetic acid and methane:

This reaction proceeds due to the formation of coordination complexes on the

surface of tin dioxide through unshared electron pair of carbonyl oxygen with metal

cation. Coordination complexes are formed because of hydrogen bonds with

hydroxyl groups on the lattice surface [36].

OHSnCOOHCHCHOHCHCSnOCOCHSnOH ads
OH -++¾¾®¾·®+ )()(
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7.2.2. Aldehydes and ketones detection in stationary temperature modes

This chapter describes the results of sensors characterization.

The sensors used for carbonyl compounds detection were based on sensing

layers consisting of bulk SnO2 and SnO2 doped with platinum or palladium (for

fabrication details, see chapter 2).

Sensor response G was defined as relative difference between

electroconductivity at the testing ambient (σx) and at air (σ0).

( ) ( )0

0

0

0

,min,min RR
RR

G
x

x

x

x -
=

-
=
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The sensors were operated in stationary (7.2.2) and non-stationary (7.2.3)

temperature modes.

7.2.2.1. Aldehydes and ketones detection with SnO2-based sensor

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the response of the sensor at different operating

temperatures when measuring 100 ppm of different vapours. The degree of

conversion of carbonyl compounds increases with the temperature increase [37].

However, increase of the temperature above 300-350 оС doesn’t lead to the

response increase for aldehydes determination (figure 7.1), what can be explained

by the decrease of analyte adsorption. Instead, the reponse decreases for

acetaldehyde and benzaldehyde, while for octanal and formaldehyde, the response

reaches maximium at 300 oC.

Ketones are being oxidized in more stern conditions. It could be the reason of

the response increase at temperature increase from 300 to 400 оС (figure 7.2).
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Compounds 1 and 2 (figure 7.2) have higher response at low temperatures (200
oC). The reponse comes down at medium temperatures (250-350 oC) and the

increases at higher temperaures (400 oC). Compund 4 shows similar behavior, but

the response increses again for lower temperature (from 300 oC). Compunds 3 and 5

show weak temperature dependence. Compund 3 have maximum response at nd

Figure 7.2. Temperature dependence of SnO2

sensor response during detection 1) methyl-
butane-2-ion, 2) acetone, 3) 5-metgylhexane-
2-ione, 4) cyclopentanone, 5) cyclohexanone.
Analyte concentration – 100 ppm.

Figure 7.1. Temperature dependence of SnO2

sensor response during detection 1)
formaldehyde, 2) acetaldehyde, 3)
benzaldehyde, 4) octanal. Analyte
concentration – 100 ppm.

Figure 7.3. Concentration dependence of SnO2

sensor response during detection of 1)
acetaldehyde, 2) formaldehyde in air

Figure 7.4. Concentration dependence of
SnO2 sensor response during detection of
1) 5-methylhexane-2-one,
2) 3-methylbutane-2-one, 3) acetone in air
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300 oC, while compound 5 shows an increseng reponse for increasing operating

temperature.

Response to concentration dependences (calibration curves, figures 7.3 and

7.4) are well approximated by power dependences. This can be explained by the fact

that the sensor response significantly depends on adsorption value. The value of

adsorption is usually described by Freundlich isotherm, which also represents a

power function.

Table 1 shows coefficients a and b of calibration dependences in the form
baG j= ,

where G is sensor response, φ is analyte concentration (volume fraction) in air.

Moreover, table 1 contains square of correlation coefficient (R2).

]Table 7.1. Coefficients of calibration dependences during aldehydes and ketones

determination with SnO2 sensor. Temperature is 350 оС

Analyte a b R2

Formaldehyde 0.03 0.63 0.96

Acetaldehyde 0.25 0.47 0.99

Benzaldehyde 0.03 0.29 0.97

Octanal 0.02 0.17 0.97

Acetone 0.12 0.46 0.99

3-Methylbutanone 0.47 0.19 0.88

5-Methylhexanon 0.63 0.20 0.95

Cyclopentanon 0.26 0.19 0.86

Cyclohexanon 0.27 0.15 0.66

The fitting with power function is worse for lower concentrations, what can be

explained by saturation effect. This behavior conforms to the fact that temperature

dependences are well described by Freundlich isotherm.
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Hydrogen and oxygen are adsorbed on the same adsorption centers. Oxygen,

being pre-adsorbed from air, occupies adsorption sites and may prevent adsorption

of analite gas at low concentration of analite. In such conditions, analite species are

adsorbed on free adsorption centers.

When analite concentration increases, analite species displace pre-adsorbed

oxygen species, what requires additional energy and takes place only at higher

concentrations of analite.
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7.2.2.2. Aldehydes and ketones detection with Pd-doped sensors

 Doping tin dioxide with platinum and palladium increases resistivity of

semiconductor material. It is related, first of all, with electron migration from

semiconductor bulk to the metal, because Fermi level of tin dioxide is higher than

the one of platinum and palladium. Secondly, the addition of catalytically active

metals increases oxygen chemisorption from the air, leading to its reduction and

electrons migration from the bulk of semiconductor.

Addition of palladium increased sensor response to aldehydes (see figure 7.5).

Temperature increase leads to significant increase of sensor response to

formaldehyde and acetaldehyde (figure 7.5, left). This can be related with thermal

decomposition process, which leads to the formation of hydrogen and carbon

monoxide (7.2). Thus, the concentration of reducing agents in gas ambient increases

as a result of decomposition reaction. Such reaction may also run with participation

of acetaldehyde [30]:

)(2)(3)()( 223 gCOgHgOHgCHOCH +®+

As shown in figure 7.5, temperature increase leads not to increase, but to

Figure 7.5. Left: temperature dependence of Pd-SnO2 sensor during detection of 100 ppm 1)
acetaldehyde, 2) formaldehyde, 3) benzaldehyde, 4) octanal in air.
Right: dependence of Pd-SnO2 sensor response on concentration of 1) acetaldehyde, 2)
formaldehyde in air at 350 oC
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decrease of response to aldehydes with large enough molecular weight

(benzaldehyde and octanal), what can be related with dehydration and

dehydratation processes leading to carbonization of sensor surface.

As shown in figure 7.6, a monotone increase of SnO2-Pd sensor response to

ketones occurs with temperature growth. A notable abrupt increase of sensor signal

takes place when temperature goes above 350oC at cyclohexanone detection. It may

be caused by “ignition” of Pd catalyzer and increase of efficiency of cycloxexanone

to phenol conversion (more than 80%). This process is accompanied by dehydration

[32].

256
350

106 2НОННСОНС Со +¾¾ ®¾ñ

The signal to concentration dependence of Pd-SnO2 sensor to acetone is closer

to a linear one. It may be related with high catalytic activity of palladium to acetone

at higher temperatures and the absence of pronounced saturation effect in this

case.

Figure 7.6. Left: temperature dependence of Pd-SnO2 sensor during detection of 100 ppm 1)
acetone, 2) 3-methylbutanone, 3) cyclopentanone, 4) 5-methylhexanone, 5) cyclohexanone
in air. Right: dependence of Pd-SnO2 sensor response on concentration of 1) 5-
methylhexanone, 2) acetone, 3) cyclopentanone in air.
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Table 7.2. Coefficients of calibration dependences during aldehydes and ketones

determination with Pd-SnO2 sensor. Temperature is 350 оС

Analyte a b R2

Formaldehyde 0.085 0.905 0.998

acetaldehyde 0.651 0.612 0.997

benzaldehyde 0.054 0.189 0.996

octanal 0.052 0.286 0.988

acetone 0.308 0.861 0.999

3-methylbutanone 0.696 0.353 0.978

5-methylhexanon 1.984 0.381 0.997

cyclopentanon 0.353 0.637 0.996

cyclohexanon 0.407 0.365 0.993

Doping SnO2 sensing materials with palladium increases sensing layer catalityc

ability and sensor signal to aldehydes.
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7.2.3. Carbonyl compounds detection in nonstationary temperature conditions

7.2.3.1. Method description

The use of nonstationary temperature conditions can increase the sensitivity of

analysis. Sensor impulse heating and abrupt cooling allows to combine in some

points of time high catalytic activity with significant analyte adsorption, and thus to

increase the response [3]. Furthermore, nonstationary conditions allow to increase

the number of surface states and to increase adsorption activity.

On the other hand, nonstationary temperature conditions allow discovering

individual peculiarities of the gas being detected. These peculiarities may be

determined by its adsorption kinetics, kinetics of chemical interaction of analyte gas

with surface oxygen, as well as desorption kinetics of analyte or the products of

analyte interaction with surface oxygen. Thus, it appears the possibility not only for

quantitative, but also for qualitative determination of analyte.

Temperature modes used in this work differ from each other with period

duration, on-off time ratio (off-duty factor), maximal and minimal temperature

Figure 7.7. Temperature cycle of the sensor in termomodulation mode
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values, and forms of temperature sweep [41]. The combination of high sensitivity

and selectivity of analysis was achieved by the use of alternating heating of sensing

layer up to 450 оС in 3 seconds and cooling it down to 100 оС in 12 seconds (figure

7.7).

Sensor response was determined as relative difference between sensor

resistance in analyte ambient and in air on the 14th second of each cycle, i.e. at the

minimal temperature of sensing layer.

Destruction with hydrogen formation is typical for formaldehyde and

acetaldehyde at moderate temperatures:

)(2)(3)()( 223 gCOgHgOHgCHOCH +®+

Acetaldehyde catalytic decomposition at higher temperatures may lead to

methane and CO formation [30]:

COCHCHOCH +® 43

Acetone was also subjected to thermal decomposition, but among with

hydrogen and CO, carbon formation takes place, which later is oxidized to CO or CO2

[50]:

3 3 2( ) 3 ( ) ( ) 2 ( )СH COCH g H g CO g C s® + +

( ) ( )С s O CO g e-+ ® +

Thus, for effective work of the sensor it is necessary to set temperature modes

which allow avoiding carbonization of sensing layer surface.
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7.2.3.2. Application of a single semiconductor sensor working in non-stationary

temperature mode for selective acetone detection

As was mentioned above, a relevant task of medical diagnostics is detection of

acetone and some other “ketone bodies” in air exhaled by persons suffering from

diabetes.

Analysis of exhaled air can give information about acetone and other “ketone

bodies” content in organism and thereby realize express noninvasive ketosis

diagnostics. However, up to now this problem is not solved due to insufficient

detection limits of acetone and other “ketone bodies” with chemical sensors. Even

better commercial sensors usually have detection limit about 1 – 10 ppm. For

example,  sensor  TGS  822  made  by  Figaro  Engineering  Inc.,  is  intended  for  the

concentrations above 50 ppm. However, the earlier studies showed that acetone

concentration in patients’ exhalation is about 0.5 – 15 ppm [2]. Thus, it is necessary

to decrease detection limit of chemical sensors for effective ketosis diagnostics.

Synthesis of new materials, like metal oxide structures with developed surface

and catalytical dopants, described above, allowed increasing sensitivity during

acetone detection. As commented, switch to non-stationary temperature modes

also leads to sensitivity increase. This approach also allows singling out individual

peculiarities of detecting gas. These peculiarities may be determined by kinetics of

gas adsorption, kinetics of its chemical interaction with surface oxygen, and

desorption kinetics of the gas or the products of its interaction with oxygen. Thus, it

appears the possibility of not only quantitative, but also qualitative acetone

determination in air.

Another important task which hasn’t found an optimal solution yet, is ethanol

vapors selective determination. Semiconductor sensors are widely used for the

production of breath analyzers; however these devices cannot distinguish ethanol

from acetone. Thus, ketosis status may be falsely taken for alcoholic inebriation by

traffic police.
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Combination of qualitative and quantitative determination of gases can be

realized by the use of a sensor array. The use of non-stationary temperature modes

gives an opportunity for selective determination of gases and vapors by a single

sensor. In this case the time electroconductivity dependence of the sensor is

considered as a multidimensional data array. In the present work 25 values of

electroconductivity, taken in some fixed instants of time, starting from the

beginning of the cycle, were used.

Intervals between two electroconductivity measurements amounted to 0.2

second (at the beginning of a cycle) and 5 seconds (at the end of the cycle). Thus,

every gas system could be characterized by a point of 25-dimentional space.

From the point of view of mathematics, n-dimensional space is not

fundamentally different from 2-dimentional one, but at the results publication it

appears the problem of data presentation in common view of a 2-dimentional

graph. The task of principal components analysis method, used in this work, is the

Figure 7.8. Time dependence of Pd-Pt-SnO2 sensor
electroconductivity during detection of acetone and ethanol
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decreasing number of space dimensions for the convenience of results presentation.

This is achieved by the determination of an optimal section, i.e. such a plane of n-

dimensional space, where the projections of experimental points are located on the

same distance from each other as in initial n-dimensional space [34].

The obtained data were processed with principal components method (figure

7.9). It is possible to single out nonoverlapping areas corresponding to ethanol and

acetone of different concentrations.

Thus, it appears a principle possibility for quantitative and qualitative

determination of acetone and ethanol with a single metal oxide sensor, what is

important not only for ketosis diagnostics, but also for the selective detection of

ethanol vapors in exhaled breath during determination of alcoholic inebriation state

of drivers.

Figure 7.9. Principal components at qualitative and
quantitative determination of acetone and ethanol with a
single Pd-Pt-SnO2 sensor in non-stationary temperature
mode
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Numerous constructions of breath analyzers are based on the use of single

semiconductor sensors. A shortcoming of semiconductor sensors is quite high

power consumption; therefore portable devices can include only one sensor. The

present results shows that the use of impulse mode allows not only reduce power

consumption, but also increase sensitivity and selectivity of analysis [35].

The possibility of selective analysis with the use of a single SnO2-Pd sensor was

demonstrated with a qualitative and quantitative detection of acetone,

formaldehyde and acetaldehyde. Data presented on kinetical curves were rocessed

with principal components method. As shown on figure 7.10, even analytes with

similar properties could be selectively determined with a single sensor.

Figure 7.10. Principal components at qualitative and quantitative
determination of acetone, acetaldehyde and formaldehyde with a single Pd-
SnO2 sensor in nonstationary temperature mode
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Conclusion

Present work aimed the development of new materials and methods for gas

detection.

Gases, detected by sensing devices developed in our work, are explosive

(hydrogen, hydrogen sulfide), poisonous (hydrogen sulfide, ammonia) and can serve

as markers for medical diagnostics (acetone).

In present work, existing methods of sol-gel synthesis were modified in order to

obtain oxides with small crystallite sizes and narrow size distribution.

Optimal synthesis conditions (concentration of tin acetate, pH and temperature

of precipitation) were found, what let to obtain small tin dioxide grains (1 nm) and

monodisperse nanocrystals (2 nm) with high yield of the reaction. Furthermore, the

conditions of sol-gel synthesis allowing simultaneous precipitation of tin and

titanium oxides were developed. This approach was used for doping SnO2 with

titanium dioxide.

Obtained materials were studied with the use of SEM, TEM, FTIR, XRD methods,

which demonstrated their improved characteristics, including thermal stability and

dispersivity.

Among the materials used in this work to create sensing elements are single

nanowires. Droplets of noble metal catalyst are usually used in VLS method of

nanowire growth. In the present work, developed modification of VLS method with

no use of impurities was applied. Synthesized nanowires had monocrystalline

structure. Such materials have potential for creation of sensors with increased

stability and optimized power consumption. Single-nanowire devices based on

obtained structures were used for determination of H2S in  air.  Low detection limit

and good stability were achieved.

A shortcoming of semiconductor gas sensors is low selectivity. In order to

increase selectivity of sensing devices, non-stationary temperature modes were

used. The use of such modes allows characterization of the ambient not by only one
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value of electrical resistance, but by a wide data set. Moreover, such approach

enables to obtain not only quantitative, but also qualitative information about

environment. Application of principal component analysis (PCA) allowed

discrimination between acetone and ethanol as well as their selective, qualitative

and quantitative determination by a single metal-doped SnO2 sensor.

Another approach used for selectivity enhancement is application of a catalytic

device which allows changing the composition of the ambient inside the gas

chamber and thus obtaining additional information about this composition.

Microreactor selectively converts a target gas into the form more suitable for the

detection with a gas sensor. Selective detection of NH3 which was converted to NO2

was achieved by a simple, low-power consuming device.

Selectivity and sensitivity of thick-layer SnO2-based sensors to hydrogen in

humid atmosphere was increased by doping tin dioxide with titania. A model

conception of increased sensitivity is proposed.

Several very different approaches were shown to be able to improve greatly

sensing performance of semiconductor devices without a loose of their key features.
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